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The

Khaana-e-Adab

in a nutshell
17/04/05

The Khaana-e-Adab

was started in August 1998.

A number of diligent and talented students have since attended these classes which aspire to teach the
students to present Na’ats etcetera with dignity and purpose.
It is insisted upon that the students have at least enough respect for the poet’s efforts, in that they should
endeavour to read the Na’ats in the Semitic script. This helps tremendously in accurate pronunciations.
It is of paramount importance to understand that inferior sounds may have one insulting the personality]
instead of praising. Why deliver your second best efforts in praising the “best of the best]”?
To get the students to understand what it means to be “on pitch” and “in rhythm”, a keyboard is used to
create a soothing sound to the ear so that they may listen to, and assess their own voices by comparing
them to the sound of the note or notes which they are hearing, and a percussionist is in place so that they
get some exposure to and may then understand the various types of beats used in music. The result is
improved when the students understand what it means to be key-correct and beat-correct, and opt to join
the “On Pitch” classes offered by Khaana-e-Adab, and learn a little bit of music upon which they can
practice their various keys on a variety of scales at their own leisure and pace at home, in their own
secure environment.
At the Khaana-e-Adab
, the students are encouraged to learn various styles of delivery,
adopting what they learn by ear and by sight. A lot of the material is original with varying compositions
as well as poetry. They are also taught the different cultures of singing, like the use of Ragas etcetera.
Sometimes the lessons may lead them to learn a singular Na’at in various tunes or styles realizing also,
that there is a style in which the Na’at may be recited or spoken, it is not only about singing. This allows
them to learn how to assess and pick up the mood of their audience and aspire to perform accordingly.
Islaam teaches us not to hurt the feelings of others. At the Khaana-e-Adab
however,
they are taught to evoke emotions in their audience by showering petals of poetic flowers upon them.
This brings about the desired effect in that they all become emotionally charged and wish for only one
wish to come true: 1] THAT THEY MAY BE BLESSED WITH A FAVOURABLE GLANCE OF THE
BELOVED PROPHET]. 2] THAT THE BELOVED PROPHET] APPEARS IN THEIR DREAMS.
or 3] THAT THEY BECOME OVERWHELMINGLY ENGROSSED WITH THE IDEA OF BEING
BLESSED WITH A LOVING EMBRACE BY THE BELOVED PROPHET].

These aspirations are earned by diligently and carefully doing what needs to be done in the obedience
and honour of Allaah- and His- beloved Prophet]. May Allaah- in His- infinite knowledge and
mercy bless us all by revealing to us, the countenance of His- most beloved Prophet] so that we may
sing his] praises as though we actually see him], in-shaa-Allaah-!
The first step is to read the English translation and understand its correct concept and context realizing
that at no given time, is Islaam nor the beloved Prophet] of Islaam to be compromised.
Once the understanding of the content is in place, the Urdu is read by the teacher, guiding the students
at all times. Singing the Na’at itself is the final step in learning. This way the students gain respect for
the poet’s prowess.

An abundance of Islaamic History and Spirituality is learnt by the teacher and the student in this process.
A book by the name of POETRY IN HONOUR OF THE GREATEST HUMAN BEING EVER] was
launched by IBS in 1999. This book endeavours to explain what the culture of Na’at is all about and how
it all started.
In this A5 book, on page 32, is a Salaami in which the characteristics of the beloved Prophet] are
explained in such a manner and with such informed detail that one can easily see and absolutely has to
admit that the beloved Prophet] is a man, but unlike any other.
On page 4, called 7 steps, an attempt has been made to explain the status of the beloved Prophet]
asking the readers to see for themselves that this is no ordinary being.

On page 2, it is explained that whilst the beloved Prophet] is incomparable, he] is not unfairly
compared with any other Prophet7 so as to minimize the status of the other Prophet7 whosoever the
other Prophet7 may be.
This book proves to be useful to those readers who take a personal interest in the tutoring of their
offspring, and who wish to teach them about the person and personality of the beloved Prophet] at a
personal level, so that they may grow up to at least aspire to follow in the footsteps of the Prophet of
Prophets].
It may also be seen as a useful medium to study from in a Madrasah. Allaah- knows best.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank our beloved Creator- and His- beloved Prophet] for guiding all
of us on this auspicious path and for bringing to fruit a collection of this nature in these times where the
major complaint seems to be “but I don’t understand”.
I also take this opportunity to present this book to you in all humility and ask for your forbearance if I have
erred in any manner. All errors are solely mine. I would very much appreciate it should you inform me of
any areas in which I may improve. Thank you!
Wishing you well always.

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

L

Allaah Almighty- and His- most beloved Prophet] be praised that in this day and age the culture of
rendering Na’at is well-watered and lush.
Here, it seems imperative to me to mention a few names, names of students who have been with the
Khaana-e-Adab Na’at Academy since 1999. These diligent students prod out of me anything and
everything that I may be able to teach them from the abundance of learning that I received from my various
teachers, may Allaah Almighty- bless them all.
These names are, Alhaaj Ghulam Sabir Jaffer, Dr. Yusuf Allie (Parker), Dr. Shasuddien Razzack (Parker),
Alhaaj Fazal Gaffoor (Wasgharey) and Alhaaj Abdul Lathief Saldulker.
With the grace of Allaah Almighty- and the abundant gifts of the beloved Prophet], they are enjoying
learning the culture of rendering Na’at with the correct fervour.
Also, it needs to be mentioned that they are trained to sing on the pitch and in the metre. This means that
they must be able to hear the pitch for which a keyboard is played so that they may hear the note as well
as a tabla or a dhol for the purpose of identifying the beat. These duties are aptly performed by Mr. Azaad
Mooideen on the dhol, sharing duties with myself on the keyboard.
Believe me, a lot of music happens as they learn.
These students I believe, enjoy learning different types of renditions, styling themselves on their own
preferences which is a healthy mindset.
I thank them all for ensuring that the Na’at Academy flourishes. May they all receive their just rewards
for their efforts and enjoy singing to their heart’s content.
I most certainly wish them all, the best.
I would like to also use this opportunity to thank all those who selflessly sponsored the printing of this book,
wishing to remain anonymous. May Allaah- reward all of you abundantly, here and in the Here-after.
By:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
11th June 2005

P.S. I take blame for any errors found and would appreciate it very much if you would inform me so that it ma be rectified.
This will ensure future ease for the readers and you will reap the benefit for your efforts.
I thank you in anticipation of your generisity.
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Return to the beloved prophet] and his] ways!
Not too long ago, at a symposium of Urdu poets in Delhi,
one of them presenting his literary works said: “Islaam
and the Muslims need to be progressive and move with
the times of today if ever they are to succeed.”
Everyone in attendance agreed.
A second poet in disagreement, said:
“The Muslims of today need to return to the time of
the beloved prophet] if they are to succeed at all.”
The first poet said: “I do not understand.”
The second poet explained: “Should one wish ones
arrow to hit the desired mark, one has to pull it
back upon setting it in the bow.”
Everyone in attendance including the first poet
cheered and spread the message!

And Allaah- knows best!

L
Classical Maestro Ustaad Ali Akbar Khan has said:
“You can practice for 10 years and please yourself,
20 years and please your audience,
30 years and please your Ustaad –
but you’ll have to practice much much more and then
you may please your Lord-.

Music Director Louis Banks has said:
“Practicing
for an hour per day takes a lot of patience
but the reward is that whenever you open your mouth
to sing, you do not even have to try for
you are already in tune.”

Music Director Leslie Lewis has said:

“Decide correctly on the
which you are going to use by assessing delicately
the lowest note and the highest pitch
which is required in the rendition, and
you will sound sweet on every note
of the Scale, every time.”
1 – Imitation
2 – Integration
3 - Innovation
Understand the subject! – Feel the words! – Express yourself!

L
Until and unless the beloved Master] strokes the tongue,
no singer nor preacher, no matter how great,
can deliver a master stroke.
Ustaad Rawoot 26

th

March 2008 at dusk

I visited Hazrat Maulana Sayyid Noorani Mia,
son of Hazrat Maulana Sayyid Haashmi Mia
of Kachocha Shareef
purely out of courtesy during the first few days of April 2005 at the home of
Mr. Nizamuddin Zalgaonker with the intention of greeting him and
spending a few minutes in his company.
To my utter surprise, Hazrat Maulana Sayyid Noorani Mia after two hours,
requested that I help him to round off his English to which I consented.

On my way home one day after lessons,
I pondered upon the Maulana’s various talents and realized that he knows
Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Hindi and a host of other dialects of India including English.
I also had by now witnessed that he loves to sing Na’at and does well at it.
I decided to present my Na’at syllabus
{which I have translated into English and collected over a number of years whilst teaching and learning}

into a book format.
Upon being asked what colour the cover should be; I said “BLUE” without thinking.

I presented the book which I had only one copy made of, to him.
This popular book today is referred to at
the Khaana-e-Adab School Of Urdu Grammar as,

L
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By: The son of A’laa Hazrat

Allaah- sustains most beloved Muhammad]

Salutations and peace be forever on him]

All of us, are servants of beloved Muhammad]

Salutations and peace be forever on him]

Q 33:36
By: The grandson of A’laa Hazrat

Allaah- sustains most beloved Muhammad]

Salutations and peace be forever on him]

Forever be salutations and peace, with reverence, upon his] companions& and progeny&.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari

12/12/03

CD No 1

Track No 1
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Praise Him- for it behoves Him-!
He- is the Creator- of everything, and every human being!
He- is the Lord- of all lords and the Master- of all masters!
No matter how one ponders, one cannot understand His- being!
Foolish indeed is the one who thinks that there is a one greater than Allaah-!

Allaah- is great! Allaah- is the greatest! Allaah- is the very greatest!

Praise the Lord-! By: Ghulaam Faquir
Allaah- is first! Allaah- is last! Allaah- is unseen! Allaah- is obvious!
Allaah- is the protector! Allaah- is the ally!
There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
Nothing exists except the will of Allaah-! None is manifest, but Allaah-!
There is none to worship, but Allaah-!
There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
Allaah- is in everything which exists! Allaah- is in both worlds!
Allaah- is in the body! Allaah- is life!
There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
Dear Lord-! Please remove the rust from my heart and change it into
a mirror in which Yourshines!
There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
May the doors of Paradise all open! May the doors of Hell all close
when even once anyone says with sincerity:
“There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!”
Sufficient for me is my Lord-, the Majestic-! In my heart is none,
but Allaah-! May the blessings of Allaah- be upon the Divine Light
of Muhammad]! There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
Please forgive my parents and those dear to me!
Please also forgive those who have been kind to me!
There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
GHULAAM FAQUIR asks that we all benefit from Your- mercy!
Please accept this prayer!
There is none worthy of worship, but Allaah-!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari Principal
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Giving Thanks!
By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

12/12/2001

Your- gift to me, Your- Deen my Lord-!
I am extremely grateful to You-!
Wherever I look, I see Your- bounty!
I am extremely grateful to You-!
Every leaf visibly sings Your- praises.
Every particle praises You- in secret.
Your- glory is evident for all to see.
I am extremely grateful to You-!
Every tongue thanks You-! O Lord-!
Every lip clearly glorifies You-.
Did You- not give me all I have?
What is there that I did not receive from You-?
I am extremely grateful to You-!
You- led me to my Murshid [Spiritual guide].
You- have always saved me from myself.
Thus is the bestowal of the beloved Prophet],
Your- grant.
I am extremely grateful to You-!
Please forgive my parents, my Lord-!
Please forgive my loved-ones, my friends and my offspring!
You- are Most Merciful.
You- are Most Gracious, my Lord-!
I am extremely grateful to You-!
I have sinned against You-, my Lord-!
I come to You- in humility, seeking Your- forgiveness.
My heart calls out:
“I am extremely grateful to You-!”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Praise the Lord-!
By: ?
All praise unto Allaah- who created the world.
How beautiful He- made the earth, how beautiful the sky.

How beautiful a khaki floor He- spread at the feet of trees.
And above our heads He- spread a blue canopy.

How charming, the vines and plants springing forth from the earth.
Dressing them in green, He- honoured them with a wonderful splendour.

He- created flowers in abundant colours and complemented them with
multiple fragrances.
How beautifully He- complemented this mass of dust, turning it all into
lush gardens.
From the sun we receive warmth and light.
O Gracious One-! How well You- placed the function of water in all of this.

Look and learn from these lovely sparrows that flit and fly all over the place,
how Allaah- made them praise Him- continuously.

They fetch blades of grass and straw from all over the place, and
build their beautifully perfect nests with such dexterity.

No matter how high they fly into the sky, they never forget their young, for
Allaah- made them the providers of those dependant on them.

Everything attests to Your- creativity, Your- prowess, dear Lord-!
There is naught in Your- creation that is waste!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

07/03/05

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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ALL GLORY UNTO THE LORDBy: Munawwar Badayuni

Whenever I witness Your- Grace,
life travels through many a difficulty.
My Giver- showers me with gifts I did not even ask for.
I receive His- bounties before I even lift my hands to ask.
Whenever I could not see You- with my eye, I would recognize You- with my heart.
It was difficult to recognize You- but with difficulty, recognize You- I did.
If one’s eyes are alit, another’s eyes are gleaming, brimming with inner light.
One saw You- with the eye, the other recognized You- with the heart.

Allaah-! Allaah-! Allaah-! Allaah-!
O Creator- of both worlds You- are Most Merciful- unto all!
You- hear everyone’s plea day or night.
You- ease everyone’s burden.
Everyone in both worlds seeks Your- pleasure.
Your- station is above all.
All creation is under Your- command.
O Holder- of all secret knowledge, You- are Most Beneficent- unto all.
Your- mercy is in all four corners of all creation for all to see.
The lamp received light. Flowers received colour.
The sky received the empire of the moon and the stars.

The Empyrean received the bounties of splendour.
In every corner of the human heart is You-, You-, and only You-.
With one word: “BE”, You- created everything in both worlds.
Everyone was taught what it means to be obedient to You-.
I was shown Your- secrets.
I received a heart and my heart received longing for You-..
The beloved Prophet] is the most ingenious of all creation.

The beloved Prophet] is the noblest among Your- friends.
The beloved Prophet] is the seal of Prophethood.
Munawwar! He- is face to face with every eye.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
18/11/04
Principal

Live on DVD
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Dew falls on every garden for one reason only, Dear Lord-.
So that every leaf may worship You- with ablution.

A Prayer!
By: Shammeem Rehmaan

Dear Lord-! I have loved only You-!
In this world, I have worshipped only You-!

May the darkness in this world be removed from it in
such a way,
That my sleeping destiny awakens from its slumber.
I have dared to ask You- for something.
In this world, I have worshipped only You-!

May those lost, find their love for You- Dear Lord-!
Show those who are lost, the way to You-,
Dear Lord-!
I have practiced patience, at whatever came my way.
In this world, I have worshipped only You-!

Give the religion of Islaam its rightful place in this world.
And let the light of Your- book {The Glorious Qur’aan}
shine over us.
I have fought everyone for the sake of Your- Deen.
In this world, I have worshipped only You-!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

On the CD “Pyaari

Dulhaniya”
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Praise the Lord+!
By: Waahid Muhsin

He+ looks after me with great skill and ease.
He+ keeps me free from grief and sorrow.

He+ never dishonours me, never disgraces me.
He+ keeps me exalted amongst all of creation.

He+ has blessed me with many a boon.
He+ protects me from committing sin.

He+ always keeps watch over me, knowing that I err.
But:
He+ keeps all my secrets to Himself+.

Finding Him+, brings me great peace indeed.

He+ keeps the joyful enjoyment of performing Salaah
in my chest.

I present all my wants, all my needs to Him+.
He+ spreads His+ bountiful treasures open in front of me.

Why should I fear the plots of the ever-changing pebbles
of time, Waahid? The One+ Who created me in His+ own
image Himself+ looks after me.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
19/11/03
Principal

CD No. 11 – Track No. 1
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+
By: Sahir Ludhyani

O Cherisher of the world-! Our Lord-! We depend solely upon You-!
We have no one to go to in this world, save You-!

You- saved the Ark of Noah7 from the storm.
You- have always come to the rescue of those who worship You-.
When Abraham7 asked for Your- assistance, Dear Lord-!
You- immediately ordered the fire to bloom into flowers.
Every request brought Your- mercy to the fore.

You- delivered Jonah7 from the belly of the fish.
You- protected Job7 in his trials and tribulations.
You- showered Elias7 with Your- favours.
In both worlds Dear Lord-, only You- are praised continuously.
You- have always righted all wrongs, O Lord-!

You- released Joseph7 from his7 captors.
You- showed Jacob7 the face of his beloved son7 yet again.
You- paved a way for Moses7 through a flowing river.
You- saved Jesus7 from being crucified.
There are no boundaries to Your- grace, Dear Lord-!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
04/10/04
Principal
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Purely Na’at
By: Hazrat Hassaan bin Thaabit {Sahaabi}
Arabic into Urdu translation {prose} by: Hazrat Ambar Ali Shah Warsi
Urdu metre by: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui Chishti Nizaami Qamari

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
No eye has ever witnessed a wonder such as you],
a beauty such as yours]
No mother’s given birth to a baby so sweet as what you] are
Our Allaah Most High- has purified you] so flawless
It is as though you] were created by your] own design
Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Geen oog het ooit gesien ’n wonder soos u]
geen mooier as u]
Geen ma het ooit ’n baba soos u] in die wereld gebring

Ons Skepper- het vir u] so helder geskep,
so foutloos geskep
Dis asof u] gemaak is by u] eie wil
Tune composed 7th July 1998
Urdu metre: 1999
English translation: 2001
Afrikaans translation: 2001
Xhosa translation: 3rd March 2003
Presented by invitation
at the Stellenbosh University
at DIE WOORDE FEES on 18th and 19th March 2003

For a brief history of the original poet, please refer to
the rear cover of the RED BOOK called POETRY.
On CD No. 7 “Love

Divine” Music: Dr. D. Desai

* See last page of this book for the Xhosa translation
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Translated by:
The honourable Fakhruddin Ahmed Owaisi al-Madani

CD No 10

Track No 3
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The Poem of the blessed garment!
By: Imaam Sharfuddien Bosairi

1

All praise to Allaah-! Originator] of all Creation from nothing.
And Allaah’s- blessings on The Master] from before time immemorial.

2

Our Lord-! Please send blessings and Salutations continuously and forever
upon Your- beloved], the very best] of Your- entire Creation.
Please forgive me O Allaah-! For giving advice which I do not follow myself.
It is just like hoping that a barren woman will bear children.

3

The beloved Prophet] is the pious leader of both worlds, king] of mankind and Jinns,
and monarch] of all things that inhabit the Universe.

4

He] is the well-wisher and sincere friend, by whose] intercession we hope to have our
salvation, on the Day of Judgement, when we shall have to face extreme agonies.

5

I swear it is a miracle: the moon split into two at the pointing of the beloved Prophet’s]
finger, for there is a peculiar relationship between the moon and his] radiant heart.

6

When Allaah- Himself named him] the best of all Prophets7, then we,
by following him],
have become the best of all religious groups.

7

Command the vast heavens of Your- mercy to shower blessings
on Your- Prophet], for ever and ever.

8

Also on the family, friends and virtuous followers of the beloved Prophet],
and on those people who are pure and righteous.

9

O Allaah-! Be pleased with Khalifa Abu Baker, Khalifa Omar, Khalifa Uthman
and
Khalifa Ali Murtuza, who were all noble companions of the beloved Prophet].

10

O Sustainer-! By Mustafa the chosen one], please fulfill our needs
and forgive us our past. O Most Bountiful-.

11

O Allaah-! Redeem those who read and hear this poem, from their sins,
and also its writer.
This is my only request to You-, O my great, merciful Lord-!

12
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FOR YOU]! SOLELY FOR YOU]!
By: Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan {A’laa Hazrat}
The earth and all eras were created to honour YOU], the
residence and its occupants were created to honour YOU].
Whichever way they were created, both worlds were created to
honour YOU].
There is a tongue in the oral cavity to honour YOU].
There is life within the body to honour YOU].
We have come into this world to honour YOU].

Moses7, Noah6, Jesus6, Adam6, Abraham6, all
the Saints, all the Messengers6 and all the Prophets6,
all ancient scriptures, all executors of monotheistic faith, the
sublime, the affluent, all possess a tongue to honour YOU].
The sun, the moon, the eve, the morn, the petal, the tree,
the garden and the fruit.
Attacking the enemy, defending the Deen, the regal and the
labourer, all obedient to honour YOU].

TOOR {Mount Sinai} is not far, neither the celestial sphere,
for the Empyrean too was not beyond YOUR] reach.
The meeting beyond all directions with the Almighty was for
YOU], this glorious exaltation was to honour YOU].
The gardens in Paradise, the Jasmine flower in the garden,
the décor of the flower, the beauty of the décor.
The requital of toil and in it such unparalleled mercy,
such peace, such security, is all to honour YOU].

Splitting the moon with a mere gesture, returning the sun
back to its former position causing evening to return to late
afternoon, such power, such energy, all to honour YOU].

The spring breeze has set off, so that the gardens may bear fruit,
new flowers may bloom, so that happy days may arrive under
YOUR] banner, singing YOUR] praises, opens the tongue of
Raza to honour YOU].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

14/08/2000

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

Live on DVD
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THE FINAL MESSENGER]! By: Noori
All the Messengers6 came to announce his] coming.
We have gathered to celebrate this very fact.
The angels6 have come today to publicize this very fact.
They6 have gathered to celebrate his] coming.

He] has come to show the straight path to the Lord Most High-.
He] has come to introduce the worshipper to the Creator-.
He] has come to release the aggrieved.
Receive the glad tidings then, for he] has come to free you.

He] has come to awaken those in slumber.

He] has come to put a smile on sad faces.
He] is
]. The one] for who] the Almightycreated everything, every being.
He] is the one] who] has sole custody over all of the bounties
of the Lord Creator Most High-.
He] will grant what he] pleases, to whom he] pleases.
He] is gracious and he] has come to distribute the bounty of the Lord-.
The appointed ones6/ saved those who were falling from the grace
of the Lord-.
He] has come to save those already doomed.

The appointed ones6/ each delivered his] message
Now, he] has come himself] to complete his] mission.
You will never hear him] say NO {to your just needs}, Noori.
He has come to give, give and give, tirelessly.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari

CD No 5
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THE DECLARATION OF MY FAITH!
By: Professor Karam Haidari

The countenance of the beloved Prophet] is the first to be created
from the Divine Light of Allaah-!
Then, all else was created from the beloved Prophet’s] Divine Light!

He] is the most praised by Allaah-, the one] who praises Allaahthe most. He] is the one] who witnessed the Creator Most High-,
the one] who the Creator Most High- is witness unto. His]
knowledge surpasses that of all mankind although seemingly he]
was raised amongst them.
From the Empyrean to the Earth. From playful emotions to clear
understanding. The beloved Prophet’s] beauty is manifest in all
things, and his] Divine Light is all over.

There is absolute clarity in the beloved Prophet’s] ideals, and
there isthe element of pleasurable music in his] manner of speech!
The beloved Prophet’s] character is like crystal for all to see,
which is the objective of all believers.
The beloved Prophet’s] affection has, and knows no bounds.
The beloved Prophet’s] mercy is beyond comprehension.
Whosoever in this world is endowed with true knowledge, has
been blessed with the mercy of the beloved Prophet].
The beloved Prophet’s] Divine Light is revealed in every
feeling. The beloved Prophet’s] Divine Splendour is in
my voice. My life is not my own. I live for the beloved
Prophet], who has been announced my protector]!
Why Karam, should I fear the final hour?
The beloved Prophet] is my master], my lord].
Paradise rocks in the beloved Prophet’s] lap, in whose hand
the water of
Q 108:1 {the drink to be given at the door
of Paradise, to each entrant, by the beloved Prophet] himself} is.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
CD No 5
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THE PERFECT HOST-!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

There is no Host as perfect as Allaah Almighty-!
There is no loved-one so beloved, as is His- beloved Prophet] either!

The world says dear Halimah that you looked after the beloved
Prophet] in his] infancy.
I say that the infant Prophet] looked after you.

Those who were present, saw with their own eyes that
there were seventy individuals drinking their fill out of,
and from a single cup of milk.

Who is there who can justly claim that he/she did not receive
his/her dignity and status from the beloved Prophet]?
Do not even attempt to describe the door of the beloved Prophet],
for it defies description.

Every particle gleaming. Every nook aglow.
It is the charity of Hazrat Bibi Aaminah’s little darling]
that there is light from door to door.

Niyaazi! I am not at all worried should the world turn its back on me.
My guardian] and my master] is the ruler of Madinah.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Na’at
By: Saalik
Good fortune has smiled on the earthlings for the star] of the
Empyrean is come!
It is the twelfth day of the third lunar month in the Islaamic
calendar. The beloved Prophet] is come!
Everyone is throwing themselves at your feet, dear
Rabi-ul-Awwal, for you are equivalent to a thousand days of Eid!
All creation, save the Devil, is ecstatic today!

Why should all the Muslims not be joyous and celebrate the
auspicious birthday of the beloved Prophet] when a
hard-hearted disbeliever such as Abu Lahab is benefiting
with joy?

All over the world, it is unanimously accepted that one sings
the praises of ones benefactor, is it not?
The beloved Prophet] is showering us continuously with his]
generosity. Therefore, we are singing his] praises!
I love you very much, O earth of Madinah! Why should creation
not dote on you?
Because the one], because of whom Allaah Almightycreated everyone and everything, is resting in your bosom.
When I see the beloved Prophet] in my grave, excited,
shall I hang onto His] garment.
For at last I see in front of me the very same personality]
who has been hiding in my heart all this time.

He] comes to Earth from the Empyrean. He] goes from the
Earth to the Empyrean. These assuredly are strange chains of
events. Sometimes he] is here and other times he] is there.
Coming and going as it would please him].
I count the days going by. Sobbing to myself in the quiet of
the night.
Waiting, waiting, waiting patiently for someone to come and say to me
“Saalik! The beloved Prophet] is calling you to Madinah!”

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Such Brilliance!

Such is the light of the final Prophet^!
Such is the brilliance of the final Messenger^!
He^ is the brightest guide of the day aglow.
He^ shows the way to the Lord- in night aflow.
Man understand utterances Divine?
The Lord Most Gracious- gave him] to mind!
Such is his^ intellect, should he^ explain it,
man’s brain will burst in trying to understand!
He^ was so diligent in all his^ teachings,
pointing the way to the Mighty Lord Most High-!
Ego was ousted! Idols fell one by one!
Starting the era of worshipping The Lord One-!
These morning breezes which are so fragrant!
These sunset colours oh so delightful!
These moonlit evenings, exquisite joyfulness,
are merely images of his^ reflection!
Not only did you and I obey him^, so did
the Temples, Churches and Synagogues!
The Arabs honoured him^, so did the non-Arabs!
Such is his^ prestige! Such is his^ dignity!
{New stanzas : Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui}

I love my Lord- and I love His- Prophet^!
I trust my Lord- and I trust His- Prophet^!
I love his^ friends and all his^ descendants!
He^ is the greatest after the Lord Almighty-!

Translated into English by:

Ustaad Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Live on DVD

CD No 10
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The English translation on this page may be sung in the very same tune as in the Urdu version!
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In my dreams!
By: Sayyid Riyazuddien Soharwardy
Whenever will appear in my dreams the beloved Prophet],
crazy shall I become for the beloved Prophet].
I shall seek him] in all directions.
Intoxicated shall I become in the love of the beloved Prophet].
My essence will find its destination,
when I drown myself in the love of the beloved Prophet].
I shall continuously enjoy seeing the splendour of Muhammad]
when I in my heart, light the flame of love for the beloved Prophet].
Yet again will my lot outshine the moon,
when I humble myself at the door of the beloved Prophet].
Again will his] mercy pour on everyone, everywhere,
when I shed tears at the Mausoleum of the beloved Prophet].
What shall I achieve by attaching myself to this mortal world?
I shall fill my heart with the love of the beloved Prophet].
I shall ask night and day for the generosity of the beloved Prophet].
I am not prepared to go anywhere else, now that I have found
the door of the beloved Prophet].
Whatever I receive, I receive from him].
It is his] generosity which I receive.
Since I receive from him, I shall sing the praises of the
beloved Prophet].
When the distance between the beloved Prophet] and I makes
me restless, O Riyaaz!
I shall be shown the beautiful countenance of the beloved Prophet]
by the beloved Prophet].
Translated by:
Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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]
By: A’laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan Barelwi

Should I address you as my Leader]?, my Master]? or my Lord]?
I shall call you] the most elegant flower] in the garden of Prophet
Abraham6.

My oh my! The divine splendour of your person]!
Oh my loved-one], I shall address you] as brilliance manifest!

I am a sinner, O Master] but I have means to my salvation.
In other words, I refer to you] as the intercessor] on
the Day of Resurrection.

I should awaken my heart to the everlasting life of the Here-after.
You] are the strength and the power behind the ability of the Messiah6!

Your] description is free of defect, no matter how hard I look.
I am at a loss in deciding what to address you] as.

But Raza ended this Na'at, saying:
“I shall call you] the slave] of the Creator Most High- Q 17:1
and the Master] of all that He- has created!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Na’at – Na’at – only Na’at!
By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

On witnessing the Divine Light on the auspicious face of the
beloved Prophet], the moon and the stars could not help but fall
in love with him]. Whenever he] combed his] fragrant hair,
the hearts of both worlds would be transfixed solely on him].

The beloved Prophet’s] august forehead is full of Divine Light,
brighter than the sun, from which both worlds are lit. The season
of spring is falling in love with the beloved Prophet’s] beauty,
and the flowers are sprinkling themselves gently on the beloved
Prophet’s] auspicious cheeks.

The beloved Prophet’s] attributes are such that Allaah- and
Allaah- alone knows his] true identity.
The beloved Prophet’s] personality is such that all creation {the
Slate and the Pen inclusive} falls at his] feet.

The beloved Prophet’s] auspicious lips are like a bouquet of
smiles showering flowers the instant they move.
The beloved Prophet’s] smile brings life anew to the recipient,
rejuvenating him/her, flowers doting on his] august lips.

My! Oh my! How fragrant is the auspicious body of the beloved
Prophet], from who] both worlds are fragrant.
Al the freshness of Paradise dotes on him],
and all that can be seen, adore him].
Anwar! The beloved Prophet’s] character is such that
it is better than the best! His] mannerisms are so
excellent that they defy description. The oblivious were
convinced and accepted his] word wholeheartedly,
and his] enemies too, adored him].
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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The Image Of The Creator]!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi
It is absolute fact that the final most noble Prophet] has been
created in the image of Allaah Almighty-.
I shall never leave the final most noble Prophet’s] auspicious feet,
for my Paradise lies there.
Be it the religion, the worldly affairs or the Day of Resurrection,
the final most noble Prophet] is needed everywhere.
How beautiful life would be should I have the honour and pleasure of
witnessing the final most noble Prophet’s] countenance in my dreams.
I spend my days remembering the final most noble Prophet].
This too is his] favour upon me.
Whatever it is that I am today,
is all due to the final most noble Prophet’s] gift to me.
Jannat {Paradise} is envious of my home today,
for the final most noble Prophet] is being praised in it today.
I swear by the final most noble Prophet’s] praises that everything
one sees and hears, are praises of his] person and his] personality.
Allaah Almighty- loves those who love
His- final most noble Prophet].
We Niyaazi! Are the followers of the final most noble Prophet].
How most fortunate we are!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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My Prophet]! By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi
My Prophet], O my beloved Prophet]! Your] station verily is exalted!
I have seen your] footstep where none other has ever tread!

O leader of the world] and of the religion], there is no prophet6 like unto you].
After the Creator Most High-, You] are the greatest!
You O Prophet] are from head to toe, the translation of the Glorious Qur’aan.

Your] hair the night! Your] forehead TAHA! Your] face most bright!
Those who were stubborn were mellowed! Those who were your] enemies
became your] friends!
How enchanting your] manner!
Mercy was at its full ecstasy! I was not totally unaware!
I asked you] for you] and have been at peace since.

The Creator Most High- gives charity in your] name continuously.
Whosoever received whatever he/she received, received your] charity.
Where should this destitute go leaving your] door?
Whosoever has been to your] door, does ever go from door to door thereafter.
O most beloved] of Allaah Almighty-! O unlettered one]! I seek solace!
Please help me O my Rescuer]! Your] devotee is in great difficulty!
You] are praised everywhere! You] are the cause of splendour all over!
You] are the main topic of discussion and your] glow is found on the earth
and on the Empyrean, all over.
O chosen one]! O majestic one]! Please fill my container!
Please bless me with your] favours. Please protect my honour.
I seek refuge with you].
O reason] for the existence of Earth and Heaven! I beg of you]!
Please allow me {Niyaazi} to see your] GREEN DOME again and again!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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A Noble Na’at!
By: A’laa Hazrat the leader of the Sunnis, Maulana Ahmad Raza Khan of Bareili

Oh how the fragrant] fragrance everyone and everything.
Those who stray, find their way by their sense of smell.
The dust of my grave is suddenly luminous!
I love you] O light]!
I dote on the taintless moon].
Those who glow], attract!
Those who sing the praises of the flowers of Madinah,
are the ones who chirp
amongst the branches of the Palm trees of Madinah.
Sinners! Hang on to the beloved Prophet] for dear life!
He] will shrug off no one.
O Sunnis! Go! Go and ask him] to help you!
Let those who contest your belief, go their own way.
Death reminds us that the time is nigh!
Just wait until you fall asleep!
When they fell, they were facing the source of their joy].
These drunks are focused!
This flame of love, lit within me for the beloved Prophet], must never waiver!
Let those who flare up, burn themselves to a cinder!
Springing from the shores of the river of grace], O Raza!
There are five fountains!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Munawwar Badayuni

Whenever I remembered, I would visualize. I would lower my eyes and concentrate.
I have been to Madinah in this manner, many a time.
Madinah is a place where Na’ats filled with Divine Light, are recited continuously.
My stanzas reached there, before I did.

An Ode of Exceptional Praise!
What can there possibly be to see which one has yet to see?
One has seen you]. One like you] one has yet to see.

If one has as yet not seen his] countenance, then one would not understand.
For one has not seen, one is yet to see.

What has one not found since one has found him]?
Since one has seen him], what is there one has yet to see?

One has seen the Divine Light of his] veils.
The veils of his] Divine Light, one has yet to see.

Those who received, received brimful bounties.
The distributor] of all this, one has yet to see.

We are receiving bounty upon bounty, without asking! All our wishes fulfilled!
One so graceful as this one], one has yet to see.
Under whose] shadow {protection} one sees this world.
That very same personality’s] shadow in this world, one has yet to see.

Oh his] countenance, so full of Divine Light, is making an appearance!
Look! Look deeply! Don’t complain afterwards that one has yet to see.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
25/10/03
Principal
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]
By: Sha’ir of Lukhnow

Can anyone please explain what it is that makes the heart
melt with love for the beloved Prophet] ?
Hidden in the heart it burns, whilst flowerlike when
reaching the eyes.
How beautifully encapsulating is the style which is based
on love for the beloved Prophet]. How strange it is!
How beautiful is the sight which is acceptable to
the beloved Prophet].

Should death overtake me in my quest for the
beloved Prophet], I will joyfully accept its coming.
And should I receive life anew in my want of the
beloved Prophet], I will gracefully accept that as well.

I was searching for the door of the beloved Prophet].
I have reached there in my thoughts.
There is no sign of tiredness on my face, nor is there any
sign of dust on my feet, revealing that I have traveled.
Just ponder a while, O eloquent lecturer!
Where has my love for the beloved Prophet] taken me,
and where are you?
Your road leads you to the world of the Paradise,
mine leads me to the alley of the beloved Prophet].
This, and only this is my wish O Sha’ir! That I should
be face to face with the auspicious door of the beloved
Prophet]. The very same place where mercy pours.
The very same place where The Grace of the Lord
Most High- descends.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

05/09/04

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Gathering to praise you]!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

Dear Master]! The gathering where your] mention is made is unique!
Whoever we came across, was found adoring you]!
Singing your] praises!

Please bless me by making eye-contact with me, and fill my person
with love for you], and whatever else you] will by your] grace!
May Allaah Almighty- bless your] generosity forever!

We have seen the friends of Allaah Almighty- standing by your] door
with such care, such etiquette, such humility,
Lips busy in prayers. Their condition as though begging, beseeching!

How can one describe the grandeur of your] door?
It is the door where even the Archangel Gabriel6 approaches,
as though he6 were a common slave!

Dear Master]! Please fulfill my dearest wish!
I beg of you]! In the auspicious names of Hazrat Imaam Hasan and
Hazrat Imaam Husain, your] illustrious grandsons,
Please do not let me suffer disappointment!

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

On CD by: Rashad Voeght
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Language found dignity through my tongue.
I have been given a tongue so that I may become
the beloved prophet’s] songster.

Na’at

By: > ?

By: > ?

What is so strange should my tears recite a Na’at today?
Why should it be a strange occurrence if the beloved Prophet]
upon hearing me, calls me to his] audience?

Verily! My eyes are not strong enough to see.
But why should it be strange if the beloved Prophet] enters
my dreams?
He] knows every state, every condition a sinner like myself
finds him/herself in.
What is so strange if he] hides me in his] blessed cloak?

What is so strange about those who are blessed by being in
the true service of the beloved Prophet],
when they are able to jolt a corpse to life with a mere bump?

When you close my face, put it in writing on my “KAFAN”
that I am a very big sinner indeed.
What pray tell is strange about it, should the beloved Prophet]
arrive at my funeral?
I do not possess any means of travel, nor do I have any good
deeds attached to my name.
But what is so strange about it should the beloved Prophet]
call me to visit him]?
He] is the beauty of creation personified. His] favours are
strange indeed.
What is so strange about a desert bringing forth flowers?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

29/03/03

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Praises in honour of
The beloved Prophet]!

L

By: Hazrat Shams of Tabrez
{The illustrious Spiritual guide of Maulana Jalaaluddien Rumi}

You] are the beauty of Yaseen. You] are the décor of Taahaa!
You] are the one who journeyed to and from the Empyrean
during a night.

You] are the one who is bestowed with the pure title:
“Mercy unto all universes, all creation!”
You] are the Leader], the Mentor], the Protector], and the
Helper] of the helpless.

Welcome! Salutations upon you]! The world is bright
through your] light.
You] are the Monarch of the City of Madinah, and the glow
of the Ka’bah.

Dear beloved Prophet]! Please cast one glance in the direction
of this pauper;
Verily you] lead the friendless by holding their hand.
You] are the Succour], the Protector].

Please, O beloved Prophet], whom I love so dearly!
Please accept this praise from Shams of Tabrez.
You] are the chosen one], the elect], and the best of leaders].

Translated by: Maulana Ahmed Mukaddam Al Qaadiri
CD No. 3 - Track No. 6
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]
By: Hazrat Shams of Tabrez
Translated into Urdu on 01/02/05 by:
Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari

A brief on Hazrat Shamsuddin of Tabrez
Extracted from: Gulzaar-e-Shams Tabrez Page 318
Hazrat Shams Tabrez is the Murshid {Spiritual guide}
of Maulana Jalaaluddin Rumi.

One day whilst Maulana Jalaaluddin Rumi was busy teaching,
Hazrat Shams Tabrez paid him a visit and sat nearby.
Hazrat Shams Tabrez asked about the books which he
noticed and was informed that the collection of books were a
treasury of questions and answers about special Mystical
knowledge written in poetic form, famed as the Mathnawi.
Upon hearing this, Hazrat Shams Tabrez chucked the
collection into the nearby well.
Maulana Jalaaluddin Rumi, clearly upset by what he
witnessed happening, said: “What have you done! That
collection was irreplaceable! It was my life’s work! What
am I going to do now!”
This was terrible. All those years of work, gone in a flash!
Hazrat Shams Tabrez lifted the books out of the well and
they appeared as though no water had ever touched them.
Maulana Jalaaluddin Rumi, a learned scholar of merit
himself, had never before seen anything like this.
He exclaimed: “What type of exquisite knowledge is this?”
And he became a disciple at the hand of Hazrat Shams Tabrez .
N.B. The above is but a mere glimpse into the attributes of those
who love Allaah- and His- beloved Prophet] so much, that
Allaah- Himself returns their love in such a manner that they
are allowed to perform these miraculous deeds.
May Allaah- in His- infinite mercy guide us to follow in
their footsteps, Inshaa-Allaah-!

30

By: Khaleel Ashrafi

Once! At least once! Call out the name of the beloved Prophet], sincerely.
At least once!
I shall rub the blessed dust of your] august feet onto my forehead.
I shall announce you] the captain of my vessel.
Recite the Salawaat in ecstasy, whilst I recite a Na’at.

He] will hide you as well, in his] garment of grace.
He] is the intercessor. He] will not forsake you.
Awake from within and call out: “Yaa Nabi]!”
He] will shower you with mercy.
This gathering is in his] honour. I assure you that he] will come.
You claim: “Those who call on the beloved Prophet] are guilty of
innovation!” They are the Qadiris, the Naqsh-bandis and the
Soharwardis, and dwell in Paradise. These Chishtis, these Nizaamis,
these Ashrafis, these Rizwis and Hashmatis. These are the slaves of
the beloved Prophet]. These are his] followers.
Come here! Let me] cleanse your oral cavity, your chin, your body,
your inner-self, your mind, your very person. Let me] have the sun,
the moon, and the Milky way, all sacrificed for my follower.
This is what the beloved Prophet] has said: “Come here. Let me] bring
out the best in you.” “Call on me] sincerely! Call on me] once, and I]
shall answer you a thousand times.”
Whether it be a rose which blooms in secret, a princely shrub, the
Jasmine flower or a fruit. Whether it be an angel, the sky, evident radiance
or inner glow. This sun or this moon. All are created from the Divine light of
the beloved Prophet]. Even the trees, stone/rock, the sea or the land/earth.
There is no argument that he] is most definitely a man, but the absolute
best among men he] is.

This colourful and fragrant gathering. Enjoy it whilst you can.
This gathering is but a mere ray of the Divine light of the beloved
Prophet’s] love. Enjoy it whilst you can. This gathering reveals the
extremely loving devotion one feels towards the beloved Prophet].
Enjoy it whilst you can.
This poetry extends to you the poetic skill of Khaleel Ashrafi.
Enjoy it whilst you can.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Na’at!
By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

If the beloved Prophet’s] mercy did not exist,
what would the destitute’s plight have been?
If the beloved Prophet’s] support was not available,
what would our plight have been?

He] is our Guide], our Giver], our Master.
He] is the Lord’s- most beloved] indeed!
If Muhammad] was not the protector of those downtrodden,

what pray tell, would those restless souls’ plight have been?

These flowers would not have bloomed, neither would the buds have
blossomed.
No bouquet would smile aglow, nor would alleys be fragranced.
If the beloved Prophet’s] perspiration was nowhere to be found,
what pray tell, would all those lovely spring-times’ plight have been?

Who would Anwar tell his woes?
Where would Monotheists find peace and relief?
If the shadow and protection of the Green Dome [in Madinah] had not existed,
what would those who love the beloved Prophet’s] plight have been?
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
27/10/03
Principal
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The beloved prophet] has come!
By: Muhammad Ali Zahuri

O pretty images of the sky! O life-giving springs of the earth!
Be joyous! The beloved Prophet] has come!
Rise O sorrow-stricken! Move forth O destitute!

Spread the news! The beloved Prophet] has come!
Unique and very different indeed is the Divine Integrity of the one] who has come.
The leader] of all the Messengers] has come.
O pompous ones! O kings!
Lower your gaze! The beloved Prophet] has come!
Mercy has camped in all four corners.
Radiant! So radiant! The dawn! The morning!
Bibi Halimah received the news from Bibi Aminah:
“The beloved Prophet] has come into my home!”

The winds are full of emotional welcomes.
The atmosphere is singing the songs of “Sall-e-alaa”.
Garlands of Salawaat, gifts of Salaams, the order of the day.
O followers decorate yourselves and all around you. The beloved Prophet] has come!

The atmosphere demands the praises of the beloved Prophet].
It is the birthday of the beloved Prophet]!
O those faithful to the beloved Prophet]! Embrace!
Embrace each other in ecstasy! The beloved Prophet] has come!

I Zahuri submit that I enjoy a humble station, and his] station, how lofty it is!
These days are filled with abundant grace.
Nothing but grace whichever way you may look.
Wherever you may go, awaken hearts!

Inform everyone continuously! The beloved Prophet] has come!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
21/11/04
Principal
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By: A’laa Hazrat, the leader of the Sunnis, Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan

Those who shine are the ones who have been polished by
the beloved Prophet].
Please beloved Prophet]! Please cleanse my heart.

Rain does not choose who to drop upon.
Please beloved Prophet]! Please shower your mercy upon me.

Beloved region of Madinah! May the Creator Almightyalways protect you.
You are the asylum of the poor, of the afflicted, of the destitute.

You] are alive! I swear by the Most Holy Names of my Creator-!
I swear by the Most Holy Names of my Creator-! You] are alive!
Although you] are hidden from my sight.

Dear Master]! I have sinned and stand justly accused.
Please take me with you].
For there are countless who would lead me astray.

This is holy ground. Tread upon it with utmost care.
This is when you need to be steady and stead-fast, dear traveler.

Raza! Your ego is your enemy! Do not pay any heed to it.
This world is full of mischief-makers.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Part One
By: A’laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed RazaKhan
From head to toe , he] is the pride of Allaah-! He] is so unique a human that there
is none like unto him]! The Glorious Qur’aan points him] out to be faith personified!
And faith declares him] its very essence!
By: Mufti-e-A’zam-e-Hind Noori

How can anyone ever know who you] really are! Allaah- alone
knows the absolute truth of you]! We dare not call you] Allaah-,
but you] are without any doubt, the absolute pride of Allaah-!

You] are such a prophet7 amongst prophets7 that you] are the
Prophet7 unto Prophets7.
You] are such a beauty amongst beauties that you] are Allaah’smost beloved]!

Allaah Himself- has praised you] in His- Qur’aan!
You] are the “The most praised one]”, “The most glorified one]”,
“The chosen one]” and “The elect]”!

There can be no more after the last one],
for then:
that one will be the pen-ultimate one, and you] are the final one].

It all started with you]. It all ends on you].
You] are the start of prophet-hood.
You] are the end of prophet-hood.

Allah- has made you] the focal point in His- own image.
Those who wish to see The Lord- are hereby informed that:
you] are His- mirror.

You] have hidden qualities. You] have obvious qualities. You]
are the first. You] are the last. You] are the Creator’s- secret.
You] are the Creator’s- pride]. You] are the beginning and
you] are the end.
I do not have apt words on my tongue to describe you] as you]
so deserve. My dear master]! You] are such that you] are the
praise] of Allaah- Himself!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
29/12/04
Principal
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Part Two

The Qur’aan itself reveals your] lofty station!
You] are the most beloved] amongst those who are loved by Allaah-!

It became all too evident on the eve of Me’raaj, O all encompassing
leader] , when:
All the Prophets7 followed you] in Salaah, as you] led them7.

Those who love you], love you] in such a manner,
that
they would follow you] anywhere, wherever you] led them to.

Those who love you], are loved by one and all,
for you] have such a style that you] are the most beloved]
of Allaah- Himself-.

It is not possible that another Prophet7 would come after you].
Prophet-hood ends with your] appearance, for you] are the
final Prophet]!

What have I done? Why did I choose to seek out the Day of
Resurrection?
Is there anyone who still does not know that you] are our best
well-wisher]?
But why would this not occur? It is going to be revealed on the Day of
Resurrection for all to witness.
You]! Only you]! You] will be the only one] who will intercede for
the sinners in the presence of The Lord Most High-!
Those caught up in sin will all be present wearing their broken hearts

on their sleeves.
On that Day, you] alone will be everybody’s only hope.

Please my Master]! Please help me! I am helpless and in big trouble!
You] are the strength of those weak, and the helper] of those who
have no-one to go to. You] truly love us so much!

It is my prayer that the heart of NOORI becomes aglow with your]
radiance. Please obliterate all calamities from my heart for you] are
my Divine Advisor]!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
29/12/04
Principal
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By: Zaahid Fakhri of Lahore

The most glorious moment in time would have been mine,
if only I had lived in the auspicious time of the beloved Prophet].
I would have seen the beloved Prophet] migrating from Makkah.

I would have seen his] auspicious footsteps and would have followed them.
I would have witnessed the beloved Prophet] praying for his] enemies at Ta’if.
I would have learnt how to be patient and endure hardships.
I would have brought and put my everything in front of the beloved Prophet],
as soon as the signal was given to assist Islaam against its enemies.
I would have sacrificed my entire household, and as my reward,
would have gained the beloved Prophet’s] love.
I would have, as the beloved Prophet] did, seated him onto my shoulders,
whenever I would encounter one of his] grandsons enroute.
I would have so enjoyed performing Salaah behind the beloved Prophet].
I would have had the honour of prostrating behind the beloved Prophet’s]
auspicious feet.
I would have forgotten all else, setting my sights on
wanting to look at the beloved Prophet].
I would have been able to spend my life at the beloved Prophet’s] auspicious feet.
I would have had the perfect excuse to lay my life down at
the beloved Prophet ’s] auspicious feet.
I would have remained enslaved in this manner, to the beloved Prophet] until
the Day of Resurrection. This FAKHRI would have been the inheritance I would have
left behind for all the generations in my progeny to come.
Translated by:
21/04/05

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
PRINCIPAL
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By: A'laa Hazrat Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan

The worshipper] went into the presence of the Supreme Being-.
The evident radiance] went to lose himself] in the Unseen Light-.

Upon your] command did the sun return to its former position.
Your] finger lifted, and the moon split into two.

Your] light moved forward and the darkness of this world was no more.
Your] tresses opened and the cloud of mercy encompassed all.

The House of Allaah- {Ka’bah} bowed to greet you] upon your] arrival.
All Idols trembled out of fear for you] and fell.

Whosoever accepts you], Allaah- becomes his/hers.
Disbelievers turning away from you], have turned away from Allaah- Himself.

O mercy unto all]! I am engulfed in turmoil. What shall I do?
Oh my dear Master]! I have surrounded myself with calamities through
my own vice.
Pray tell O honourable Abu Hurairah! How did that drink of milk taste,
by which seventy quenched their thirst?

The Empyrean was joyous for the beloved Prophet] was their guest!
The earth was lamenting that the beloved Prophet] had left!

You will forever be lost unless you remain faithful at the door of the
beloved Prophet].
Oh Raza! The caravan had gone fore and aft.
Translated by: Ustaad

3/01/05

Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Hazrat

Ameer Khusro$

I do not know what place it was, where I was last night.

Wherever I looked, people were dancing uncontrollably,
where I was last night.

Moulded as beautiful as a fairy, tall and handsome like
the Cypress tree. And cheeks as red as a Tulip.
The atmosphere was heart-captivating
where I was last night.

My competitors, all lost for words to enthrall.
He^, out and out set to bless, and I, apprehensive.

It is most difficult to put into words, where I was last night.

Khusro! Allaah-, was in control of the setting Himself-!
Commandeering the gathering in “NO PLACE”{Eternity}!
Muhammad^ was the light of the gathering {centre of
attraction} where I was last night.
Translated into English by: Dr. Y. S. Jaffer
1/07/04
Urf Hazrat Irfaan Ali Shah Al Qadiri
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By: Hazrat
A translation into Urdu by:

Ameer Khusro$

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari

A brief on Hazrat Ameer Khusro

1:

He is a favourite Mureed of
Hazrat Nizamuddien Owliya
who is also referred to as
Mehboob-e-Ilaahi.

2:

He is responsible for the
the Tabla coming into existence
which came about as he mended
two parts of a broken Pakawaj,
and the Sitaar.

3:

He gave Indian music its voice by
penning the first three Ragas of
which the first one is Raag Yaman.
This very popular Raag on the scale
of C, uses F# instead of F.

4:

His is the first name that comes
to the fore when asked:
“Where did Urdu come from?”

5:

He saw a lifespan over
seven kingdoms.

6:

His disciples perform his style
of music even as we speak in all its
glorious forms, Qawwaali being
but one of them.

7:

His Mazaar is in Delhi at the feet
of his illustrious Murshid.

Translated into Urdu at the behest of Alhaaj Ghulam Sabir Sheikh Ahmed Jaffer
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Praising the Lord Almighty- is the practice of the chosen Prophet].
Praising the beloved Prophet] is the practice of the Lord Almighty-.
Your] ascension is in that you] reached the Slate and the Pen in the Empyrean.
My ascension is in that I have reached your] auspicious feet.

Beloved Prophet]!
By: Premi

When our beloved Prophet Muhammad] ascended to the Empyrean,
he], the ruler of both worlds,
Bibi Halima’s favourite], Bibi Amina’s darling],
He], who is our support and our benefactor.
He] who is the ruler of both worlds.

All the Heavenly Beauties6 were ordered to see to the decorum of Paradise
and place all the gleaming objects of Paradise at the head of the pathway.
Let flow rivers of Henna {Mehendi}, Mushk {the scent of Musk} and
Itar {natural fragrant oils}. Let the sky and the Earth glow with Divine
light, for our beloved Prophet Muhammad] is ascending to the Empyrean.
He] who is the ruler of both worlds.
When our beloved Prophet] was traveling towards the Empyrean, the
Archangel Gabriel6 welcomed him] all the way. Heavenly personalities6
stood respectfully on either side to receive our beloved Prophet], and the
angels6 decorated the gardens of Eden, for our beloved Prophet] is going
to inspect the Heavens. He] who is the ruler of both worlds.

The stars doted on our beloved Prophet]. Bibi Halima sacrifices her life
for our beloved Prophet]. All the true believers shower our beloved Prophet]
with all they possess, even their very lives. The Heavenly Personalities6 too
become believers. Our beloved Prophet] is one most highly dignified indeed.
He] who is the ruler of both worlds.

Premi! Our beloved Prophet] is the leader of all the Prophets6. Our
beloved Prophet] is the one] upon whom Allaah Almighty- sent the
Glorious Qur’aan. Allaah Almighty- is his] host. Allaah Almighty- has
announced: “I- love My- final Prophet] the most!” He] who is the ruler
of both worlds.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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The eve of the
beloved prophet’s]
Ascension!
By: Muhaddith-e-A’zam-e-Hind
Allaah- be praised! Visible is a unique Divine light on the eve of Me’raaj.
Allaah- be praised! Every leaf a tree, lit as though each on its own the

“fiery

bush” on Mount Sinai.

One foot on the Earth, the other on the Empyrean.
Allaah- be praised! Whatever is far for all, is proximit for him].

What is hidden? He] has seen all of that which is hidden,
the Most Sacred- of all!
Allaah- be praised! In other words, he] has seen the Most Famed- of
those who are famous.
He] has seen the secret-most signs of the Lord Most High-!
Allaah- be praised! It is so written in the Glorious Qur’aan itself!

If one says BRAVO! The other sends Benedictions upon the beloved prophet].
Allaah- be praised! All the Heavenly Nymphs& are singing his] praises!

When the beloved Prophet] asked for his] followers to be pardoned,
Allaah- be praised! Allah- said: “If that is what you] wish then so be it.”

O Master of intercession]! Upon hearing that you] will intercede.
Allaah- be praised! Every saddened heart became gladdened.

O Sayyid! If you have gained access to the beloved prophet, you have gained
access to the very essence of all Creation in both worlds.
Allaah- be praised! It simply means that my container is brimful.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot

27/10/03

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Inner Peace!

By: Janaab Turraab

Dear Master] {who has ascended to the Throne of Allaah Almighty-}!
Please allow me to fill my mind with your] personality. Please help me to
love you] truly. Please bless me with your] love, O favourite] of the Lord
Most Supreme-, please allow me to dote on you] continuously. May peace
and the blessings of The Almighty Creator- always be upon you].
It is your] Divine Light which is spread all over the world.
The moon and the stars have borrowed of your] brilliance.
The beauty of Prophet Joseph6 is dimmed in your] presence.
All Prophets6 are like stars whilst you] stand out like the moon.
Please allow me to make a home for you] in my heart.
The light] of Hazrat Bibi Aaminah. The joy] of Daa’i {wet-nurse}
Haleemah’s lap. The Heavenly Beauties6 used to come and feed you].
The Arch Angel Gabriel6 used to come and rock you to sleep. I pray
that I may sacrifice myself in your] way.
Arabic translated by: Dr. Y. S. Jaffer Al Qadiri
A full moon] dawned on us which rose from Madinah. Therefore we should show gratitude.
For he] invited us for Allaah’s- sake.
You] are the ruler] of Madinah. The carrier] of the revelation, the spreader] of peace
and tranquility. Your] chest is filled with Divine Light. The fragrance of your ] perspiration
is better than the fragrance of Musk.

The Archangel Gabriel6 brought the Burraaq, for the Creator Most
High- invited you] into His- audience. You] were found sound asleep
at the home of Umm-e-Haani and the Archangel Gabriel6 wondered:
“How shall I6 awaken the beloved Prophet]?”

The Archangel Gabriel6 rubbed his6 cheek against the auspicious sole
of the beloved Prophet], greeted and delivered the good news:
“The Creator Most High- has invited you] into His- audience.
Please allow me6 to prepare you] for this auspicious journey.”
As our Master] approached the Empyrean, the Creator Most High- requested
Him] to come into His- immediate presence and announced:
“There is no veil between us, My- beloved]. Ask what you]
will for I- shall surely grant it. Reveal to Me- that which
you] hold dear, that which you] cherish the most.” The
beloved Prophet] said: “Oh my] Most Gracious Lord-! My]
followers are burdened with the heavy burdens of sin.” The
Creator Almighty- responded: “I- am The Most Gracious-,
so I- pardon your] followers! Do not be nervous My beloved],
for I- am The Most Merciful-. Oh My beloved], the most luminous
star] of My- Empyrean! I- wish to dignify you] to the topmost limit.
Come! Let Me- honour you], for I- dote on you] continuously.
May My- blessings and peace be upon you] forever more!”
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Speaking out of turn?
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

I am a follower of the beloved Prophet]. I realize these are big words
out of a small mouth.
I am sinful, lowly and worthless. Dear Master]! You are great indeed!

We have gathered, having sinned, having erred aplenty!
Yet full of hope, for we have come to know that mercy is found
at the door of the beloved Prophet].

Come! Come to the gathering of he beloved Prophet] in
joyous ecstasy!
For the gatherings in which the praises of the beloved Prophet]
are sung, bring about Divine Light, both internally and externally.

O sinners! Go to the door of the beloved Prophet] with your arms
outstretched.
My beloved Master] freely disperses forgiveness, even today.

The blank book of my life is longing to be filled with
words of joy.
I have been a target of such great grief. A grief as heavy as
the eve of being separated from my beloved].

I still firmly believe that my Master] will honour me by
inviting me to Madinah.
For my Master], it is no mean feat. On the other hand it is
a feat of great magnanimity to me.

Niyaazi! One should always have Na’at on the tongue,
and a garland of Salawaats {Salutations} in the hand.
One should have a gift fitting, for a personality] so great.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Saayim Chishti
Spread over the participants of a Divine gathering, there is a sheet of Divine Light.
Spread all over them, there is only Divine Light, only Divine Light to be seen tonight.
Both worlds are immersed in moonlight.
Who] pray tell, is present tonight?
There is much pomp, much glory on the earth as well as the Empyrean.
It is unfortunate for those who absent themselves tonight.

Who knows whether this eve will dawn yet again.
Allaah- is pleased with us tonight.
Believers! Take as much as you wish tonight!
Oh those who are sick! Take as much healing as you will!
Sinners! Take as much forgiveness as you will from the beloved Prophet]!
The Door of Mercy itself is open tonight.
The clouds of mercy are spread over the gathering.
The Angels& from the Heavens have arrived.
The beloved prophet Muhammad] himself is present.
What an auspicious night! What an auspicious night! Tonight!
Ask! Ask for tears in your eyes!
Ask for a love-filled heart and eyes which can see {the beyond}.
Ask for a place near the beloved Prophet’s] residence.
The right time to ask and see its fruition, is tonight.
There is Divine Light to be seen this side, that side, all over.
All the world is joyful and prosperous.
No matter who you come across, comes across most jolly indeed.
There is a new fragrance in the air, tonight.
May Allaah- bring the day when we shall all go to Madinah.
And take whatever mercy we can from the treasures of the beloved Prophet].
May everyone’s vessel travel onwards, onwards towards Madinah.
Saayim! This is what I pray for, tonight.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Benevolence!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

The one who embraces even an enemy, is the beloved Prophet] I follow.
My benefactor’s] principle is: “None must ever return empty-handed.”
Do you wish the beloved Prophet] to be pleased with you?
Do you wish to meet pleased, the Creator Most High-?
Then seek for a broken heart because that is the heart most loved by
Allaah Almighty-.
Where the feet of man reached, where the Heavenly Personalities6
bowed their heads,
where the afflicted found solace.
This can only be the shrine of the beloved Prophet].

Where the beloved Prophet] passed by, fragrant flowers bloomed.
Wherever the beloved Prophet] went, wherever the beloved Prophet]
stopped/paused, mercy poured.
The very beloved Prophet] who would seek to do good to me,
who would pray for my forgiveness, forget me on the
Day of Judgement? This is the misgiving of my enemies.
The Empyrean bowed down to kiss it, touching the blessed feet
of the beloved Prophet].
Rub it to your eyes with zest, for this is the dust, attached to the
auspicious door of the beloved Prophet].

He/she experiences no fear, the beloved Prophet] is always showering
him/her with kindness. He/she is revered by one and all, whosoever
serves the offspring of Hazrat Bibi Faatimah.
Intellect has decided. Always sing the praises of the beloved Prophet].
Those who do not love the beloved Prophet] cannot claim to be human.
It is because of the beloved Prophet] that great leadership gains
respect, that beauty pleases the onlooker.
The beloved Prophet] is the flower which Autumn can never touch,
the beloved Prophet’s] beauty can never wither.

Where can Niyaazi go dearly beloved Prophet]? He only knows your]
name. O early morning breeze! Go and tell the beloved Prophet] that he
is sad, and that he feels weary and dejected.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Na’at
By: Adeeb Raipuri

Praise Allaah Almighty- and not praise His- most
beloved Prophet]?
May Allaah Almighty- grant that we never have such a tongue.

Allaah Almighty Himself- has declared:
“Let none other than My- most beloved Prophet] intercede
on the Day of Resurrection!”

Having visited Madinah, leave with care,
stationing your visit deep within your heart.
For one does not know whether one will be
blessed to see Madinah Again.

The one who has been captivated by Madinah,
should never ever pray for release from such captivity, ever!

One should understand the inner dimensions of Na’at,
and one should watch ones tongue!
What type of a follower is he/she who does not {to the best
of his/her ability} dignify the beloved Prophet] in the most
deserving manner possible?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Na’at!
By: Alhaaj Sayyid Riyaazuddien Soharwardy

Make sure that you know what you are saying
before you speak about the beloved Prophet].
Be mindful of the etiquette involved and create joy in the hearts of your audience.

Sing repeatedly the praises of his] countenance.
Make light wherever you find darkness.

Become the loyal slave of the beloved Prophet] and for yourself,
earn the company of the heavenly beings7 of Paradise.

Love the beloved Prophet] sincerely and through his] lessons
on “
”,
attach yourself to those who love him] sincerely, far and wide.

We yearn Dear and Most Forgiving Allaah- that You- with Your- Grace,
put tender love in our hearts for Your- most beloved Prophet].

Riyaaz! Continuously speak about the beloved Prophet] and light up
mountains of light wherever you may find yourself.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Someone else!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi
I beg from no-one. My dependency is on someone else.
There are many who are acquainted with me. But the one who
knows my every pain is someone else.
You are connected to those who are wealthy.
I am connected to THE CHOSEN ONE].
The path you tread is different, to the path which I tread.

This is not me inside my body. The tongue in my mouth
does not belong to me. What I say does not come from me.
In actual fact, talking via me, is someone else.

This matter is strange indeed! The heart and the sight,
totally different from each other, are two.
One sees him], the other loves and obeys him].

One- gave me life and here I am loving another].
I am captivated in the grief of One-, whilst the other]
inquires about my well-being.

You are lost. Wondering from place to place in pursuit of
your destiny. And here I am. My destiny pursues me.
You see, your keeper is one, mine is someone else.

He is neither here nor there. But should one be blessed with
Sight Divine, then where is he not?
This is no feat for the blind, for it is other eyes who see him.

My eyes deluded me! The one I saw was someone else!
The one] who is hidden in my heart, is a darling] unique!
Niyaazi! I believe firmly that there is no one like him]!
He] is the beloved] of the Creator Most High-.
Where is one to find one like unto him]?
Translated by:
30/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Regret!
By: Shafeeq Jaunpuri

Stooped in sin am I! What excuse shall I have for my wrong-doings?

So ashamed shall I be – when I come face to face with the
beloved Prophet].

The heat will be so intense, as though bright day during dark night.
Everyone will be running to and fro – with only one idea on their lips,
“Save me! Dearly beloved Prophet], save me!”

The Angels of mercy6 will be descending from the skies.
Present will be the Divine Light of the Creator Most High- and
the station of the beloved Prophet].

Oh, the desert of Makkah! Oh, those alleys of Madinah!
One lit with the Divine Light of Allaah-,
the other with the Divine Light of the beloved Prophet].

My aching neck will be bending painfully, itching,
heavily laden with the burden of my sins.
On my tongue will be: “Dearly beloved Prophet], please save me!
Please save me!”

Shafeeq! Do not question me about that fearful day.
The pain of my love will overwhelm me,
for we shall all be there,
with our beloved Intercessor] in attendance.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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In the culture of “Jogan” style.
By: Khalid Mahmud
Full of sin am I, my entire body immersed in it.
Please dearly beloved Prophet], help me!
I have come to your] door carrying on my head, my basket full of sin.

Oh my saviour]! My vessel is sinking in the middle of the whirlpool.
I am yours]! Please I beg you]! Help me!
There is no one else that I can turn to.

What is my worth? The beloved Prophet] is my protector]!
He] will not shame me.
The entire world thrives on his] grace, his] mercy.

Please allow me to sing all his] praises. Let me plead with him].
He] is our greatest Protector], our greatest Leader].

I have great hope in his] favours. I am not of those who
would be disappointed in him].
He] will remedy my situation himself]. He] will medicate my
every ailment, the one] I love so dearly.

Please fulfill my hopes dearly beloved Prophet], my body and mind
are both ill at ease.
I cry myself to sleep during the dark hours of the nights, longing for you].
Will I ever see you]?

Sufficient for him is the love of the beloved Prophet] of Madinah.
Let the world think of Khalid as lost, if they will.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
20/11/04
Principal
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Sing his] praises!
By: Azizuddien Khaki

Dear Prophet], please help me.
Please invite me to Madinah.

How much longer am I to endure this separation?
Please my Master], do not torment me any longer.

So be it, if only in my dreams.
But please show me your] Divine Countenance.

Let those who are traveling to Madinah, go forth.
Please beloved Prophet]. You] please accompany me.

Upon reaching the door of the beloved Prophet],
Fill your bags. Take, take, take. Take your fill!

Upon calling me to your] auspicious feet, dearly beloved Prophet],
Give me what you] will. Please say to me what you] will.

The mercy of my Master] is with me.
I shall not fear the Day of Judgement!

The darkness of the grave is all encompassing.
Please, beloved Prophet], come now.

Allaah Almighty Himself- sends peace upon the beloved Prophet].
You too should sing the praises of the beloved Prophet].

I am merely dust. DUST my nom-de-plume.
I wish only to attain the dust of Madinah.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
2/9/03
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By: Riyazuddien Soharwardy

Everything is going wrong! Please dear Master], help!
Please invite me to Madinah! Please dear Master], help!
Seeing you] would bring me untold joy! Please show yourself]
to me!Please dear Master], help!
We are soaked in sin! Whatever we may have sinned,
we are yours]! Please dear Master], help!
On the Day of Resurrection, there will be only one utterance on all
lips: “Please save us! Please dear Master], help!”
I beseech you] in the name of your] progeny, please wipe out
our grievances. Please dear Master], help!
You] are Allaah-’s most beloved]. You] are our Master].
Please dear Master], help!
All wrongs become rights should the beloved Prophet] merely signal
it to be so.
You] have always come to the aid of those who called on you].
I flourish on your] handouts my dear Master]!
Your] name my dear Master] is the solace of broken hearts.
You] my dear Master] are my support in this world and in the
Here-after!
Your] name is Divinely Sacred. You] are the joy of my eyes.
{Extra stanzas}
Your] perspiration my dear Master] is the very best of perfumes.
Our focal point of worship is the Holy Ka’bah and you]
are its focal point.
Those who have seen you] have witnessed that you] have no
shadow.
It is your] Divine light which one can see on the faces of
Imaam Hasan and Imaam Husain.
It is your] Divine light which one can see on the faces of
all the spiritual leaders of all times.
It is your] Divine light which one can see on the faces of
all the friends of Allaah- Himself.
The grave is a dark place indeed. Please bless me with your]
Divine presence there and make it a place bright.
There is not a moment when Riyaaz is satisfied being so far
away from your] door.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
3/01/05
Principal
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The focus of the Ka’bah!
By: A’laa Hazrat, the leader of the Sunnis, Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan

Blessed Pilgrims! Come and see the Mausoleum of the beloved Prophet]!
You have seen the Ka’bah! Now come and see the focus of the Ka’bah!

Last night you were wrapped in wild worry and deep concern.
Travel to Madinah now, and witness the pleasant dawn.

You have quenched your thirst with the water of Zam-Zam.
Come and experience the great feeling of peace when being in Madinah.

You have been witness to the splendour of the restless at the Ka’bah.
Now witness the eagerness of those who love the beloved Prophet].
You used to flutter around those who you admire?
Now watch your flame become the moth in Madinah.
You have kissed the Ghilaaf of the Ka’bah, to your hearts content.
Now come and see the glow of the curtailment at the beloved
Prophet’s] auspicious grave.
The Ka’bah was decorated with much pomp.
The reason for the existence of this very same Ka’bah],
is in Madinah, in person.

Jum’ah in Makkah was like Eid for the devoted worshippers!
O sinners! Come! Come and witness the glory and the joy of a
Monday in Madinah!
Listen! Listen carefully O Raza!
There is a call from the Holy Ka’bah:
“ See the Shrine of my Beloved] through my eyes!”
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Excitement!
By: Bekal Utsaahi

Dear heartbeats! Pray tell! How will the moment be,
when the GREEN DOME is in sight!

Oh death! I’m afraid you will have to wait until I have

completed reciting the Salawaat on the beloved Prophet].

The beloved Prophet’s] auspicious feet move towards Hell?

How will Almighty Allaah- tolerate this?

Come hither so that I may take a deep breath, and have you
roaming in my every cell, my every pore.
Oh air! Surely you must have seen the beloved Prophet]!

Worship as much as you wish in your lifetime,
but be aware that only the prostration accepted
by the beloved Prophet] will be recognized!

I, Bekal, am a follower of the beloved Prophet]!
I do not fear the final hour, for in front of me will
be the august countenance of the beloved Prophet]!

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Madinah is my Paradise!
By: Mirza Abdush-Shakur Begg {Haider Abadi}

I shall not lie for fear of others.
I am on my way to Madinah, using Hajj as my excuse.

Do you have the courage to question my being invited?
I cannot go of my own accord. I have been called.

My medium of worship is love. Madinah is my Paradise.
You will gain naught, O adviser, by prolonging this dispute.

Such is the fire of love that it is impossible to extinguish, once lit.
Try as you might, the more you try to extinguish it, the more it will flare up.

What do you hope to gain by merely bowing your head,
when the heart does not yield at the door of the beloved Prophet]?

If your heart is void of love for the beloved Prophet], then
nothing will you gain, even if and when you go to the Holy Ka’bah!

This is the assembly of those who love the beloved Prophet],

the heart must long, must yearn!
This is one place where, making excuses does not pay.

The tears of ones eyes, O Mirza! A great boon indeed!
Flowing tears excite mercy into action!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Na’at!
By: Muhammad Saabir Saabri
Dear Master] of the Green Domed Mosque, please accept my prayer!
When my last moments approach, please favour me with your] splendid
appearance.

Dear Divine Light] of the Creator Most High-, please set into my sight.
Either call me to your] door, or please enter into my dreams.
Dear veiled one], please remain with me, within the veils of my heart.

Dear Master]! When fear overtakes me in the darkness of my grave,
please, oh please dearest Prophet],
O Messenger] of Allaah Almighty-, please come to my assistance.
Please! I beseech you] for Allaah’s- sake,
brighten my grave with your Divine Light.

Dear Master]! I have sinned against all! I have wronged everyone!
Please guard my honour on the Day of Judgement.
Disgraced am I in this world. Please! I seek asylum in your] Holy Cloak.
Please! O most beloved Prophet] of Allaah-! Please grant me my prayer.

The moon and the stars have borrowed their luminance from your]
august countenance.
Your august door is where all types of ailments find healing and all kinds
of grieving finds solace.
Oh Saabir! Verily, THIS Prophet knows how to heal all those who are ailing.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Hafiz Muhammad Iqbal

Always hope to be in Madinah one day.
Then it is the beloved Prophet’s] task to honour your wish.

For those who wish to witness the countenance of
the beloved Prophet], the first condition is that;
they should consistently remember him] by keeping intact
their ablution made with the blood of their emotions.

Splendour knows no bounds. Remain vigilant,
with heightened eagerness, watchful in all directions.

Ask at the door where everyone receives.

Do not place your desires in every nook and corner.

May the radiance of the religion of Muhammad] travel along
with you,
when you set off in the path of Allaah-!

Although people say that you are blameworthy for loving
the most beautiful one], remain focused.
Wherever you may find yourself, stay focused on this image].

There is a point of most supreme height present in the joyous
name Muhammad].
Always keep this name Muhammad] on your tongue.

Humbly translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
20/11/04
Principal
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Madinah!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi
The object of the love of my Allaah- is the beloved Prophet].
The beloved of both worlds is the beloved Prophet].
Who O Niyaazi knows the true glory of my Protector]?
I state that the best amongst the best is the beloved Prophet].

Nothing do my eyes see but the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].
The support system of the meek is the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].
There go the caravans of the devotees yet again.
Again refreshed, is the memory of the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].
The peace of mind, the solace of the heart, the reason for cheerfulness!
The remedy for every ailment is the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].
As the final most beloved Prophet] is the greatest and
most distinguished amongst all Prophets6, so amongst cities,
the greatest and most distinguished,
is the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].
There is a Divine Light which embraces both worlds.
The lamp of this light is the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].

The heavenly beings too, kiss this ground with reverence.

Overjoyed at its good fortune is the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].
Every particle in its own right, shines like the moon.
See how bright is the Madinah of the beloved Prophet].

Why, pray tell! O Niyaazi should they not be ecstatic at their being
so fortunate?
Whosoever have found their way to the Madinah of the beloved Prophet]?
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Tabassum Azizi

The wind has started moving towards Madinah in joyous celebration.

The wind has started singing the song of “Sall-e-alaa!”

The wind has started to bathe in the rains of mercy.

The wind has started to enjoy the nearness of the beloved Prophet].

When the Green Dome of the Mosque of the beloved Prophet]
came into sight,
The wind started to bow its head in reverence.

The heart felt the joy of so many beautiful a pain,
eyes brimming with tears,

when the wind started to return from Madinah.

By reciting Salawaat on the beloved Prophet], Tabassum,
the wind has started to see all calamities change into good fortune.
Humbly translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
20/11/04
Principal
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A Na’at!
By: Haidar Parwaaz of Calcutta

I shall eagerly kiss the wall and the door over and over again.
I shall see his] Mausoleum, rubbing my eyes for a clearer view
over and over again.

Should I be buried far away from Madinah,
my corpse will reach there by turning over and over again.

Repent! Repent from insulting the beloved Prophet], or else!
Your fat Najdi [insulter] will be melted down over and over again.

When the beloved Prophet] traveled through the Empyrean,
The Heavenly Nymphs& came out to greet him] over and over again.

Whenever Parwaaz recites a Na’at in ecstasy,
the gathering always praises his efforts eagerly, over and over again.
Translated with humility by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
27/10/03
Principal
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By: Shabbir Ansari

A gathering of splendid images was in session now now.
The alleys where the beloved Prophet] used to visit were
in sight now now.

I gasped, because
the thread attached to my heart from Madinah, just moved.

I was blessed in that good fortune smiled upon me.

His] grace was the topic of discussion, now now.

The Archangel Gabriel6 was inquiring from the angels:

“Who was rendering a Na’at now now?”

Shabbir! Do not ask what the true essence of tearful eyes is!
It defies description.
I have just made eye-contact with the beloved Prophet] now now.

Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
21/11/04
Principal
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By: Iqbal
My heart is out of control. My chest is burning.
My medicine is to be found in one place only. Please take me to Madinah.

My eyes are yearning to be at the door of the beloved Prophet].
It has become unbearable to live so far away from him].

The image of the beloved Prophet] which is beginning
to show itself in my heart,
is making me wonder if it is my heart or am I actually seeing Madinah.

Day and night I become more and more thirsty.
When will this thirst of mine be quenched, O my beloved Prophet]..

So what if I have nothing to my name? I am poor. Is that all?
Come let me muster all my love. My love, you take me to Madinah.

Stop teasing me, O world. I am not alone.
All I have to do is call! Madinah is not far at all.

Frail Iqbal has only one longing, one longing alone.
Should I live long enough, may I too please see Madinah.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
21/11/04
Principal
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Purely Na’at!
By: A’taar

Greater than even the Empyrean, the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
Greater than any place, the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.

See how lovely the green, Green Dome is, see how sweet,
absolutely sweet is the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
The greatness of Paradise does not even reach its status.
Greater, even than Paradise, is the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
Madinah has a greater status than Makkah, for in Madinah’s share,
came the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
I do not deny the greatness of the Ka’bah, but

even the Ka’bah’s focus is on the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
Tears spilled from the eyes and the heart became powerless,
when I saw the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
The beloved Prophet] will intercede for all those who came to
Madinah, and saw the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum even once.
The clouds have gathered and rain is pouring.
How pleasant the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.

We are far from our beloved Prophet]. Oh Allaah-! And we yearn
to be near him. Please O Allaah]! Show the beloved Prophet] how
we feel.
Why should I A’taar, not dote on the eye, which has seen
the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
When the time comes for A’taar’s soul to take leave of his person,
please, Oh Allaah-! Let in front of him appear
the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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The map of Paradise!
By: Alhaaj Maulana Ebrahiem Khushtar
The door of my beloved Prophet] is such that it seems to be more attractive
than the Empyrean itself!
It seems to be a gift from Paradise!
Whose pulpit, whose Paradise, whose Mausoleum does it seem to be?
The entire Madinah seems to be my beloved Prophet’s] exalted Palace!
Good Lord-! How exquisitely lovely the GREEN DOME looks!
It seems as though the moon is sacrificing itself on it, and the sun seems
to be bowing to it.
The city of Madinah! Oh does it not seem to be the map of Paradise?
Its night full of Divine Light and the day, seems as though the sun is cool.
O Master]! It seems as though your] wrongdoer stands out, as does
Hassaan amongst the pious!
Your] beggar, O Master]! Seems extraordinary amongst the Regals!
In whose presence is it that all the learned, from all corners of the world
come for guidance and mercy?
They come from every corner of the world. Every single one of them!
It seems as though there is a continuous flow of kings, paupers and
Hujjaaj {Pilgrims} in the presence of the beloved Prophet]!
No matter whether it is the battle-field of Uhud, the cave of Hira or Thoor,
or the mountain of Makkah,
every pebble of the city of the beloved Prophet] seems intoxicated!
Everyone receives their sustenance from the beloved Prophet]!
Fragrant air! Fragrant grains!
The water received from him] seems so cool, so sweet, so light.
Every space, door, wall and garden in the courtyard of the Mosque seems
so brightly lit. On top of it, the arrangement of the pillars makes it seem like
an exalted throne! Unique!
This is Madinah. This is Qabaa. This is the mount of Silah, and that, the
mount of Uhud! Every region of Madinah {also known as Taibah} seems to
be a dome of Divine Light!
Whose Paradise is this? Whose flower-beds are these? So delightful, so
pleasing! Whose Musallah {praying-mat} from the exalted Empyrean does
this seem to be?
All these Pilgrims, facing the Jaali {the gold-coloured net I front of the beloved
Prophet’s] grave}! Everyone begging for mercy! Oh my Most Gracious Lord-!
My Guardian-! My Saviour-! It seems that these people are most fortunate indeed!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

Heads bowed in humility. Hearts succumbed in total respect.
My Master]! At your] door!
All creation is in want! My Master]! At your] door!

Why should I not go to his] door, wearing my heart on my sleeve?
He] listens to every-ones ails and laments with such fervour.
I have absolutely no doubt that my problems will now be solved here at
this very door.
I shall forget all the matters that bother me my Master]! At your] door!

All and sundry come here to unburden their load, whatever it may be.
This is the place where every-ones problems are solved.
I am absolutely certain that my Master] will take hold of my hand and
save me.
My life will flourish and I will bloom my Master]! At your] door!

Whatever your just request. You will find solace here,
for this door is unique.
This is the door of the Ruler] of both worlds. He] is the greatest!
His] status is beyond human comprehension!
All my troubles, all that distresses me, all that grieves me, and so
all the tyranny the world could possibly offer
will disappear my Master]! At your] door!

This is the door of the beloved] your spiritual guide
taught you about!
You too Maqaami! Give yourself over to him] in total trust.
Praise him] always!
He] is the Divine light of Allaah Himself-!
He] has the very best character!
Every-ones trust, dependency, dreams, hopes
and expectations lie my Master]! At your] door!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
30/12/04
Principal
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A different matter!
By: Bekal Utsaahi
If only we were able to go to Madinah, the matter would have been
different!
Had we then not returned, the matter would have been different!

These intoxicated gusts of wind which are approaching fro Paradise.

If only they had come from Madinah, the matter would have been different!

Whenever my eyes opened with your blessings, O my beloved Master],
had I been able to see your] august countenance each time,
the matter would have been different!

These people who feed me poison have very limited sight indeed!
Had they fed me this poison by your] auspicious name,
the matter would have been different!

I am saddened by the flow of my tears, caused by this world.
Had they been flowing because of my love for you],
the matter would have been different!
The smile of the stars are undoubtedly pleasing to the sight, but had
my beloved Master] smiled at me, the matter would have been different!

I had been to Madinah. A great boon it is, indeed!
Had I breathed my last there, the matter would have been different!

This Na’at which you are rendering in this gathering Bekal,
if only you had been rendering it in Madinah, the matter
would have been different!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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In Tears … again!
By: Noori

Whenever visions {of Madinah} came to mind.
I found myself left behind, trying very hard to control how I feel.
My eyes filled with tears.

I would also have been on my way to Madinah,
but I don’t know why, whilst I was feeling: “Surely, I will be on the
list this year.”, my Master] did not extend an invitation to me.

Whenever I thought of my beloved Master],
my tears would be flowing without any reason. And I would fail to stop them.

Oh the exceptional feelings evoked in Madinah! Oh its atmosphere
so unique!
Always succeeding in erasing one’s sorrows, no matter what they may be.

Why did I not reach Madinah, and breathe my last there?
I longed so for the realization of my dreams. But, alas! My dreams
have remained unfulfilled.

Whenever anyone asked me how my heart felt,
I succeeded in hiding my true feelings.

Why did poor Noori remain behind! Feeling so alone! Oh so alone?
All those who were able to go, have returned already.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
20/10/03
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The Door of the Prophet!
By: Munawwar Badayuni

The distance from or to the destination is of no consequence.
The beloved prophet] will bestow what he] pleases to whom
he] pleases.

He] calls to Madinah whomsoever he] pleases and embraces
whomsoever he] pleases.
These are decisions of great magnitude. These are
matters of great fortune.

He] is not Allaah-! But, he] is not to be separated from
Allaah-! Who is he]? Who is he] not! This is a matter
between him] and his] Maker-!

One jumped for joy, going nowhere, whilst the other remained
quivering along the way and found his/her destination.
One a successful public figure, the other a mere pauper.

I am truly the worst amongst those bad. But I am connected
to him]. Please save my dignity, my honour my Lord-!
I am asking through the auspicious door of Your- beloved].

There exists only the distance of the eye and the mind,
between your] beauty and your] status.
On one side we see distance, on the other, proximity.

What more can you wish for from the exalted door of the
beloved Prophet], O friendless Munawwar?
Should you be blessed with actually seeing the beloved
Prophet], you will be most fortunate indeed!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Akhtar Alawi from Bangalore
If only I were a dove living in close proximity to the Green Dome.
My home would be in the shadow of the beloved Prophet’s] shrine.
I would circumnavigate the beloved Prophet’s] dome, day and night.
Keeping everything clean by dusting all that I witness with my feathers.
The beloved Prophet’s] mercy would be my quilt under which I would rest.
How prosperous would I not be.
I would busy myself, hopping and dancing joyfully all over the show,
all the time in the courtyard of the mosque.
My head would continuously be swinging with pride and ecstasy.
I would kiss the footprints of all the pilgrims with my beak.

Who in this world, pray tell, would equal me?
My cooing without any doubt, would 100% air into Na’at.
Madinah would echo with my songs too.
What’s to wonder about? Would the beloved Prophet] not like my style?
None in the bird-world would then be comparable to me.
Sometimes I would spend time near the wall, sometimes near the door of
the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum.
Sometimes I would spend time near the Mehraab {the niche where the leader of the congregation
leads from in worship}, sometimes near the Minaar {the place where the call to worship is made from by the
Bilaal/Mu’azzin}. In this manner, I would be close to the beloved Prophet] always.
My feathers would become the envy of the very hair and feathers of the
arch angel Gabriel6 himself.
I would soak in the sight of the Green Dome upon opening my eyes.
I would prance around and sacrifice myself on the beloved Prophet’s] love over
and over again.
I would recite the Salawaat, offer Benedictions on the beloved Prophet],
and call out unto to him].
O Akhtar! How fate would smile on me in both worlds.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
08/09/04
Principal
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Tell me about Madinah!
Please inform the angels to refrain from any chatter.
One of the songsters of the beloved Prophet] is about to sing his] praises.

By: Ishrat

Please! Those of you who have been there, tell me about the city of
Madinah.
How does it feel to bow your head at the feet of the beloved Prophet]
and have your most private feeling rejuvenated?

You will surely agree that you were most fortunate and blessed, to
have been sitting in the shade of the Auspicious Green Dome.
What did it feel like when you prostrated yourself in the presence of
The Power Most High-, in this very same shade.

I can see in you that your heart, your eyes and your soul are saturated.
And you seem to have gained inner peace.
Tell me: “How did it feel to drink the water of Zam-Zam at the door
of the beloved Prophet]?”

Oh those of you who are madly in love with the beloved Prophet]!
Let me question your eyes:
“How did it feel when your tears were flowing freely whilst you were
supplicating your Lord Most Gracious-, at the Mausoleum of the
beloved Prophet]?”

At the time of farewell, you left your heart there, did you not?
Pray tell Oh Ishrat! How did it feel when you took leave from the
door of the beloved Prophet]?
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
20/10/03
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{The son-in-law of the beloved prophet}
By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

Hazrat Ali’s sayings are honoured as we speak.
His style is accepted by one and all as we speak.

He loves the Saint of Baghdad as well as the Saint in Ajmer.
The robe they wear is bestowed upon them by him.
The connection I have with his progeny is my means to salvation.
Every accomplished “friend-of-Allaah” is in service of this door.

All heads are bowed in the presence of the “sun-of-knowledge”
as we speak.
Good influences in following his practices are apparent as we speak.
The very same Ali is under discussion, whose good fortune it is
that he was born inside the Ka’bah.
Whose first sight was “the august countenance of the beloved prophet]”.
His protection over the heads of all those who follow the “order” is vast
indeed. O “father of Imaam Hasan and Imaam Husain”, I am in need.
Please come to my aid.

I hold dear the idea of traveling to your burial place, one day,
in-shaa-Allaah-.
His smile is fixed in my vision, as we speak.
He is the one whose sword is known as “Zulfiqaar”, the father of
Shabbier and Shabbar {other known names of Imaam Hasan and
Imaam Husain}. He is the one who proved too much for the enemy
on the battlefield of Badar. He is the one who was martyred inside
a Mosque. What an accomplished personality, who unflinchingly
sacrificed his beloved sons for Islaam.
The thought of Karbala brings tears to ones eyes as we speak.
Listen Maqaami! There are multifold blessings in the offerings made
in his auspicious name.
Translated into English by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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The story of Hazrat Bibi Faatimah
It is narrated that a voice will be heard on the Day of Resurrection.
“ Everyone present on the plains of Resurrection! Close your eyes!
It is time to show your respect! The Chieftain of the Ladies is to arrive!
‘tis the daughter of the beloved Prophet], Hazrat Bibi Faatimah is come!
She will approach the front with such grandeur that even women will
not have the power to be able to watch her.
She will be holding the bloodied turban
of Hazrat Ali in her hand.
She will have Hazrat Imaam Hasan’s poison-filled shirt on one shoulder
and on the other, the shirt of Hazrat Imaam Husain.
She will enter the field of Resurrection, crying bitterly,

and present her heart-rending grief in a manner unique.
For an innocent who worshipped none but his Lord- was beheaded.
One such who has been reared in my lap and is the light of my home.
I have come, grieving for him, and clearly most upset.
I have come my Lord-, approaching You- for recompense.
They killed my loved-one! Alas! They have killed my dear one!

Those tyrants have torn my heart apart!
O my Lord-! Please forgive my beloved father’s] followers.
For whom my darling gave his life.
Who sacrificed himself on the path of generosity.
The flower of the “
fragrance of Paradise.

” has gone to receive the

Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
25/03/03
Principal
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Manqabat!
Should good fortune ever take me to Baghdad,
these tears in my eyes will become gems.
Should my master ever favour me,
I shall spend my remaining days at peace, at his door.

By: Weh-shi
Whenever we are faced with difficulty, we call on you,
Ya Ghauth! {Dear Rescuer}
And we find solace.

You are the leader of all the holy Saints.
Yes! You have acquired Divine closeness.
I focus on my spiritual guide and I see you.

Ya Ghauth! Ya Ghauth! Please assist us, Ya Ghauth!
Your devotees call on you day and night.

Ya Ghauth! Please help us in Allaah’s- name!
See in what state your devotees are.
We used to float through flowers and are now faced with
having to deal with thorns.

The style of receiving is decided by the style of asking! This is a regal door!
The needy appear at this regal door repeatedly and beseech in humility.

When the name of my Ghauth is heard, my neck bends and my eyes are
automatically lowered {O Weh-shi}.
Even the angels come to listen when your auspicious name Ya Ghauth
is mentioned.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Manqabat!
By: A Poet unknown

Dear Ghauth Paak! Please invite me to Baghdad.
Please give this afflicted one place at your auspicious feet.

You are the Emperor of Allaah’s- friends and
you are loved by the beloved Prophet].
You are most difficult to describe. But I can say that
you came and illuminated the worlds.
I love you. I am crazy for you.

May I too reside in Baghdad one day.
Should my destiny be loyal to me then
I shall see your countenance one day.
Please Oh Ghauth Paak! Please show me that day.

Make my intoxication be caused by a beverage
from Madinah in a cup from Makkah.
How does one describe such an intoxicant,
save to say that it comes from Baghdad.
Please let me too have some of it.
Please give me the drink from a cup brimful, one after the other.
On the Day of Resurrection, I shall take hold of your garment.
Oh Ghauth Paak! You are most generous indeed!
So I shall tearfully say:
“Allaah- is angry with me.
Please persuade Allaah- Oh Ghauth Paak!”

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Praising the friends of Allaah-!
By: Sayyid Muhammad Ali Husain Ashrafi Jeelaani
I am crazy for you O Saint of Jeelaan.

Please show yourself to me O Saint of Jeelaan.

Please announce me to your audience and
fill my cup with the knowledge
of Allaah Almighty- O Saint of Jeelaan.

The Divine Light of the Almighty- beams from your auspicious face.
The entire world hankers after you O Saint of Jeelaan.

The world is aware of your marvelous wonderworks!
Your Biography {life-history} is famous O Saint of Jeelaan.

Oh yes! Even the Heavenly Personalities6 have yet to see
how regal your grandeur O Saint of Jeelaan.

When I am overtaken by death and my life is in shock,
please, I beg of you to come to my aid O Saint of Jeelaan.

There is an Ashrafi standing alone, oblivious to everything,
announcing an anxious cry for personal Jihaad O Saint of Jeelaan.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

Heads bowed in humility. Hearts succumbed in total respect.
My Master! At your door!
All the world is in want! My Master! At your door!

Why should I not go to his door, wearing my heart on my sleeve?
He listens to every-ones ails and laments with such fervour.
I have absolutely no doubt that my problems will now be solved here at
this very door.
I shall forget all the matters that bother me my Master! At your door!

All and sundry come here to unburden their load, whatever it may be.
This is the place where every-ones problems are solved.
I am absolutely certain that my Master will take hold of my hand and
lead me out of my misery.
My life will flourish and I will bloom my Master! At your door!

Whatever one’s just request. One will find solace here,
for this door is unique.
This is the door of the Master of masters. His dignity is unique and
his status is beyond human comprehension!
All my troubles, all that distresses me, all that grieves me, and so
all the tyranny the world could possibly offer
will disappear my Master! At your door!

This is the door of the one you love so, the door your spiritual guide
taught you about!
You too Maqaami! Give yourself over to him in total trust.
Praise him always!
He is the Divine light of the beloved Prophet himself]!
His character, beyond reproach!
Every-ones trust, dependency, dreams, hopes
and expectations lie my Master! At your door!
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
30/12/04
Principal
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The evergreen garden of
Ahmed Raza Khan!
By: Mirza Abdush-Shakur Begg {Haider Abadi}

Ahmed Raza’s garden is lush even as we speak!
The light of his knowledge is beaming even as we speak!

As soon as you left, the splendour of the assembly ceased to exist!
The true message of your poetry is being deciphered even as we speak!

How and how many rivers of knowledge have sprung from you!
The rightly guided ministers are baffled even as we speak!

You have translated the Glorious Qur’aan so aptly that the
beloved Prophet] is pleased with you even as we speak!

All those who were jealous of you have been extinguished!
Ahmed Raza! Your lamp is alight even as we speak!

For Allaah’s- sake! Please grace us with the ability to
understand your scriptures, for the mischief-makers are busy,
hard at work even as we speak!

Mirza humbly submits: “Your contribution to knowledge and its
application is so evident even as we speak!”

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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How will it feel?
By: A poet unknown

Should I sacrifice my everything, my very life, how will it feel?
Should I put my head down, at the door of the beloved Prophet],
how will it feel?

Should fate smile upon me, and the beloved Prophet] comes
to my home!
How will I seem? How will my home seem?

The GREEN DOME is far and yet so beautiful.
Should it come near, How will it feel?

Let us one day go and ask Hazrat Sayyid Abdul Qadir Jeelaani:
“How will it be to travel to Madinah from Baghdad?”

How will it feel when in the intense heat of the
Day of Resurrection, the
Angels7 break the backs of those who practiced insulting
the beloved Prophet]?

Should the brave one of Bareili [Imaam Ahmed Raza],
come forth, anxious and restless,
How well will he not stand out amongst those who practice deceit?
As a lion would amongst foxes?

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Praise!
By: Alhaaj Abdus Sattaar Niyaazi

The tongue of truthfulness, Abu Bakr Siddique!
The declaration of fidelity, Abu Bakr Siddique!

The translation of sincerity, Abu Bakr Siddique!
The beloved Prophet’s] confidant, Abu Bakr Siddique!

Never did he desert the beloved Prophet].
Wherever the beloved Prophet] is, is Abu Bakr Siddique!
The most fragrant flower in the bouquet of the beloved Prophet],

evergreen with love, Abu Bakr Siddique!

He laid everything at the feet of the beloved Prophet].
The beacon of love sincere, Abu Bakr Siddique!
The beloved Prophet] praised him to such an extent that,
a sky on earth is, Abu Bakr Siddique!

The first friend of the beloved Prophet].
Prestigiously loved by the beloved Prophet], Abu Bakr Siddique!
I Niyaazi, and describe Abu Bakr Siddique?
Where am I, and where is Abu Bakr Siddique!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
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Praise!
By: Allaamah Sayyid Riyaazuddien Soharwardy

Faatimah is the daughter of the beloved Prophet].
She is the mother of Hazrat Imaam Hasan and Hazrat Imaam Husain
who are the Divine Light of the world in / from six directions.

The twain. The image of the beloved Prophet] from head to toe.

May hundreds of Salutations continuously be presented unto them.

She is a leader. She is the wife of Sayyiduna Ali.

She is a leader and from a lofty and highly praised family.

Faatimah is adored and respected by
every true believer, male and female.

Riyaaz! Holding dearest, the love for the progeny of
the beloved Prophet] in ones heart,
is the assured
means of salvation.

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Anwar Farkh Abadi
A Ruler of Paradise has set off to sip of the goblet of martyrdom.
Not caring whether water will ever be availed again.
The beloved of Hazrat Ali is the master of Kauther and Zamzam.
The King of Martyrs, the coolness of Bibi Faatimah’s eyes.
Our leader is going to honour his childhood promise.

He is to lay his life down in thirst.
Not caring whether water will ever be availed again.
The sorrow of having to lose her father is heavy on little Sakeenah.
But see how strong her father’s influence on her heart is.
Tell those tyrants to add more to their numbers at the river, as guards.
No matter what happens! No sound will be made by the representative
of Kauther.
Not caring whether water will ever be availed again.
All four sides, surrounded by the troublesome shadows of swords.
How many Syrians have come to fight one thirsty.
No matter how many arrows the enemy fires, the son of Hazrat Ali
is ready to die for the sake of Allaah-!
Not caring whether water will ever be availed again.
How much did the accursed army not torment the members of the
Family of the beloved Prophet].
Even the Empyrean shook as Akbar was wounded in the chest by a spear.
When the arrow pierced the throat of thirsty six-month-old Asghar,
even at the last breath, the protector of our religion said:
“Now I do not care whether water will ever be availed again.”
The daughter of Hazrat Ali was shown this day Oh Anwar!
Her brother’s life was taken on the plains of Karb-o-Balaa.
After he was martyred, Aabid said:
“Oh! Alas! The sword has traveled over the dry throat of
the son of Hazrat Ali.”
Not caring whether water will ever be availed again.
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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100th Commemoration!

1999

By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui [1999]
It is the month of Muharram. Imaam Husain’s martyrdom
is being commemorated.
Every heart yearns for Imaam Husain.
In every household, every eye is brimming with tears,
everyone but everyone feels pained, for we love Imaam Husain.

The aspirations of the youth and the longings of the aged will all
bear fruit, for they all are concerned
about the message of Imaam Husain.
It is the wonder-work of the elders. It is their influence,
that the people of Morba {name of a village near to Mumbai}
have kept green the memory of Imaam Husain.
Every man, every woman in Cape Town, has remembered
over and over again. Today we are commemorating the
Centurion Celebration of the martyrdom of Imaam Husain.
We have been getting together annually for the past 100 years,
as brothers-in-arms. The mere fact that we share so much love,
is the boon of Imaam Husain.
Every era attests to the fact that even today, we are searching
in the Saffs {the straight lines in Salaah} for a leader
such as Imaam Husain.
Our leader, the Grandson of the beloved Prophet],
faced the enemy head-on, and fearlessly.
We thank our Lord-! We pride ourselves in the determination
of Imaam Husain.
The etiquette of celebrating this day, demands that all the visible
and the unseen beings be present, for it is in honour of
Imaam Husain.
May Allaah forgive all our loved-ones.
It is as good a time as any Maqaami, to ask! For the bounties
granted by Imaam Husain, are indeed in force!
Translated by:
16th March 2003

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Yanked the veil off her head!
By: Taabish Kaanpuri

Allaah- alone knows how much pain the soldiers of truth
endured at Karbala.
They tied their Kaffans to their heads and played with life itself.

The hands that were red with mehendi only yesterday, are today drenched
in blood.
The hands of the bridegroom Qaasim, toyed with spears.

Asghar displayed the inner meanings of dignity.
The one who used to play with his mother,
has today played with arrows.

May you cursed forever Shimr. You did not stop to think, did you!
This world is but a place of four stages in which
one can enjoy this world in but four stages.

To stand up for, and protect the truth at all cost,
is a task most difficult indeed!
So many complications, all after one life.

O Kufis! Think! All of them are no more!
There is not one companion left. Now Husain is alone!

The tyrants yanked the veil off Bibi Zainab’s head.
Seems to me O Iblees {Devil}! These are your lackeys!
Translated by:
25/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
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The scene at Karbala!
By: Taabish Kaanpuri

Imaam Husain has left Madinah. Every eye is tearful.
His neighbours tried their best to dissuade him, but to no avail.

By the time they reached the plain of Karbala, the enemy lay in wait.
There was no alternative but to pitch tents.

When the enemy forbade them the water of the river Euphrates,
they displayed the flag of truth and took the enemy to task.

Akbar fought! Qaasim too fought! Abbaas fought well too!
All three attained martyrdom. None of them survived.

Six-month-old Asghar was taken to the battle-field
by his father {for a few drops of water}.
A tyrant shot an arrow into the baby’s throat instead.

When there were none left to fight for the truth,
Imaam Husain went into the battle-field himself.
He gave the enemy such a hard time that
they became afraid to face him.

When the time for worshipping the Lord Most Highwas nigh, he dismounted and prostrated himself.
Shimr {the accursed} was waiting for this moment,
and he beheaded Imaam Husain.

Translated by:
25/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Dignified Husain!
By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

Imaam Husain said to the Syrians: I give my life for the truth.
You tyrants! I do not fear you. I fear my Allaah- only!”

O Syrians! You have taken my six-month-old baby from my lap.
Water is flowing, visible to one and all, yet my Sakeenah is thirsty.
You are tyrants! Tyranny your lot! I am a Sayyid.
Patience my lot.

You do realize O Kufees that I am known as the son of
Batool {a title specially conferred on Hazrat Bibi Faatimah}!
I am the son of Hazrat Ali and Bibi Faatimah!
I am a direct descendant of the beloved Prophet]. Look!
See for yourselves! How I face your daggers with a smile
on my face!

Own is no more! Muhammad is no more!
Brother Abbaas is no more neither is Akbar!
I am the only one remaining on this side.
On the other side are hundreds of enemies.
The time for martyrdom is nigh! I thank my Lord-!

I am aware that; once the tyrant’s dagger has been drawn,
it does not rest until it draws blood.
Then hear this! Husain’s head may be severed today
but it will never bow down to you.
I intend to faithfully keep the promise which I made to
my maternal grandfather], today.

Translated by:
25/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
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By: Nazaan

Beloved Husain, all true believers who have ever dwelt on this earth,
dote on your sacrifice.
It is through your favour that we have been set right.
You kept your promise. You gave your head under the blade.
We can never accomplish what you have done.
When the apple-of-the-eye of Hazrat Ali was attacked,
lightning lost its glow and stone melted.
Every enemy heart was struck with fear.

In a flash, the map of the battle took a turn
wherever the sword of Imaam Husain went.
When the blood of Imaam Husain was challenged,
and his sword left its sheath,
the enemy did not know what hit them. Fear was the ruling factor!
When Imaam Husain’s sword took to battle,
countless lives were lost. Countless heads flew.
When Imaam Husain was wallowing in blood,
everyone in the tents was restless, but did not shed a tear.
How can the heart find solace? How can one be at rest?
When Imaam Husain was killed in the battle-field,
little Sakeenah asked: “Where has my beloved father gone?”
Nazaan! The throne of the unjust was toppled forever!
The son of the infamous Yazeed gave up his throne.
When the voice of truth was heard, the Devil was cut down to size.
The storm of infidelity stopped in its tracks and its power was annihilated!
All waves of tyranny came to a standstill!
Translated by:
25/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Do not plead!
By: Payaam Sa’eedi

Those who are true worshippers do not forget their Lordeven under the influence of the blade!
Neither do they ask for water nor plead for mercy!

Here we have seventy two victorious!
And on the other side thousands of troops.

But I swear by the Most Auspicious Name of Allaah Almighty- that
they were heavy, on a hundred at a time!
Those victors showed the grit they were made of!

Why after all, is the water denied to the grandchildren
of the beloved Prophet]?
Why are the tyrants practicing their tyranny on those
who have been thirsty for three days?
Why do you executioners invent new tyrannies upon
the family members of the beloved Prophet] at every turn?

Why are you tyrants so tyrannical upon Qaasim?
Why do you colour a bridegroom’s clothing with blood?
Is this the way to treat a groom of one night?

The tyrants won’t let Abbaas come from the river.
They won’t allow him to bring water for little Sakeenah.
Why are these tyrants so cruel to those who practice truth?

A beloved of Allaah- gave his life for the followers
of the beloved Prophet].
The sacrifice of these Martyrs will be remembered until
the Day of Resurrection!
The angels6, even today laud their efforts!

Translated by:
25/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Part 1
In the name of Allaah Most Beneficent Most Merciful

The moon traveled over the skies with an energy renewed.
Exaltation itself spun out of bounds – to a place far.
Far beyond the atmosphere we know. A place where
not even an angel could travel with the Son] of Hazrat Bibi Aminah!

Quissah! By: Anwar Farkh Abadi
Hear Ye! Hear Ye! O true believers! I am about to tell you the story of Me’raaj!
{The ascension of the beloved Prophet].}

I am about to relate to you what is documented in the books of Hadeeth!
Muhammad Mustapha] was asleep on his] bed when
Gabriel6 came to his] door.
Rubbing his6 eyelashes to the beloved Prophet’s] sole, awakened him] .
“The Lord Most High- is asking for you] .” he6 said;
“The Burraaq is at the door awaiting you] .
Congratulations to you] on the arrival of this moment.”
The beloved Prophet] was in a regal state as he] set off to meet with
His] Creator Most High- . He] was adorned with the turban of
Prophet-hood and the garland of intercession!
When the beloved Prophet] arrived at Masjid-al-Aqsaa from Ka’bah,
all the Prophets6 welcomed him]!
The intercessor of The Day Of Judgment] led them6
in worshipping the Lord Most High6!
How can I describe the status of the beloved Prophet]?
Suffice to say that he] was in front and all the other Prophets6
were behind, following him] .
When he] set off from there, splendid displays of light followed
Him] .
He] was as though a bridegroom, and the angels6 were his] procession.
There was an excited outcry in the skies: “The beloved prophet] is come!
The beloved Prophet] is come! Put out the fires of Hell! The beloved
Prophet] is come! The beloved Prophet] is come!”
Whilst all this was going on, the beloved Prophet] arrived.
He] reached his] destination before any eyelid could blink.
Ridwaan {The door-keeper of Paradise} gladly showed him] the garden of Eden.
The beloved Prophet] saw what no other eye had ever seen before.
His] position was revealed on the eve of Me’raaj.
I swear by the Pure Name of the Almighty Creator Most High] ,
Paradise was at the beloved Prophet’s] feet.
CD No3 – track No1
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Part 2
When the beloved prophet] paused upon reaching the Empyrean,
a voice beckoned him] to approach with his] sandals on.
The beloved Prophet] said; “When You- showed Moses6 Your- light,
You- asked him6 to remove his6 sandals on Mount Sinai.”
The Lord Creator- said; “Moses6 was honoured by Mount Sinai but now,
the Empyrean will be honoured by your] presence!
Please do not bring up the subject of Mount Sinai tonight.
I- your Creator- , decree that you] come to Me- as you] are!”
Then, with the permission of the Lord Most High- , the Prophet] proceeded.
The Empyrean received comfort by being touched by his] blessed feet.
Whosoever fortune may smile upon, will receive the opportunity to kiss the
beloved Prophet] . Here, the Empyrean itself kissed the auspicious feet
of the beloved Prophet] , over and over again.
Upon reaching Sidratul-Muntahaa, Gabriel6 said, addressing the beloved
Prophet] in the following manner;
“Oh my dear Master]! You] must proceed alone from here onwards,

for should I6 cross my limit, my6 wings will burn.”
When Gabriel6 stopped, a voice said; “Come My- beloved]! Come!
There is no veil between you] and I- . Come!”
When Muhammad Mustapha] reached very near to the Divine
Presence-, no one can fathom what was being discussed between them.
It is narrated that the Creator Most High- said; “Ask what you] will!
Muhammad] , you] will not leave My- presence empty-handed.”
The beloved Prophet] said; “Oh my beloved Lord- ! You- are
indescribable! I] bask in Your- love! Please forgive my] followers.”
What a wonderful gift our master] brought for us on the night of Me’raaj.
He] brought us the promise of forgiveness.
He] traveled from the earth to the Empyrean in a flash!
A wonder-work of nature! He] is there! And he] is here!
When his] steed brought him] back from his] journey,
his] bed was still warm and the door-chain was still swaying.
The eve of Me’raaj revealed the absolute grandeur of the beloved Prophet] !
This proved beyond any doubt the the beloved Prophet] has direct access
to the Lord Almighty Himself- !
Translated by: Ustaad

Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari Principal

25/11/01 {9, Ramzaan, 1422}
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Part 1
In the name of Allaah- , Most Beneficent, Most Merciful.

Whosoever recites the Salawaat, Q: 33:56
elevates his/her own position in both worlds.
By reciting the Glorious Qur’aan, it becomes all too evident that
reciting the Salawaat is the habit of Allaah Almighty Himself- .

Recite the Salawaat! Recite the Salawaat! Recite the Salawaat!
Allaah Himself- says in His Glorious Qur’aan;
“Recite the Salawaat! Recite the Salawaat! Recite the Salawaat!”

The eye which is not moist in remembering the beloved Prophet] ,

is not recognized in the courts of light.
Once the heartbeats begin to recite the Salawaat,
it proves to be the greatest boon by Allaah Almighty- .

See for yourself how many benefits one derives from reciting the Salawaat.

You will find in it the good things of both worlds.
Whosoever practices reciting the Salawaat on a regular basis,
benefits by having Allaah Himself- showering him/her with mercies.
Salutations and blessings on Prophet Muhammad]
and his] progeny .
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Part 2
O believers! I relate to you what is documented in the Hadeeth.
Hadeeth: Documented traditions of the beloved Prophet] .
This is a true happening. A story about the Salawaat and a fish.
A man had purchased a fish at a market-place.
Happily he returned home.
He intended cooking the fish and

for this reason put it over the fire of the stove.
But, the fire had absolutely no effect on the fish.
He found the fish to be as it was when he purchased it.
He added more fuel to the fire, causing it to burn hotter.
Now he decided, the fish would surely cook quickly.
But still the fish remained unaffected.
He cooked the fish for hours but to no avail.
After struggling for a long while, he became angry.
Stubbornly he said: “I will cook you yet! Wait and see!”
As the story goes, he tried for three consecutive days.
With no success even after this, he began to ponder.
This is when he came to a decision.
He set off and took the fish to the home of the beloved Prophet] .
He put the fish down in front of the beloved Prophet] .
Then, he related the entire occurrence to the beloved Prophet] .
The beloved Prophet] looked at the fish and said:
“Dear fish, you tell me what has happened.”
Allaah The Almighty- gave the fish a tongue to speak with.
The fish recited the Salawaat and said:
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Part 3
Beloved Prophet] , I was stationary at a certain spot
where I used to hear the Salawaat.
I listened very attentively to a
man whilst he recited the Salawaat.
I realize now that it is the blessing of the Salawaat which
has saved me from any harm.
Thus the fire has had no effect on me.
The beloved Prophet] was listening to the Salawaat from the fish.
And Hazrat Ali who was nearby,
was addressed by the beloved Prophet] :
“Ali , listen to how much the Salawaat benefits one.

Allaah Almighty’s- mercy showers on the recitor.”
The beloved Prophet] said: “The recitor of the Salawaat will
surely gain my] intercession.
Whosoever recites the Salawaat will surely enter Paradise.”
The blessings of both worlds dear believers, is in the Salawaat.
See for yourself. The Salawaat represents the mercy of Allaah Almighty+ .

The beloved Prophet] himself has revealed the importance of the Salawaat.
We too shall as of now practice reciting the Salawaat in abundance.
A fish was saved from the fire upon hearing the Salawaat.
And by reciting this very same Salawaat,
we have been saved from the fire of Hell.
This is related from the Hadeeth. The sayings of the beloved Prophet] .
“The fire of Hell is prohibited upon those who sincerely recite the Salawaat.”
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
19/06/03
Principal
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From: The Prophetic]Traditions
Cut yourself off from Fajar Salaah and the splendour on your face will wane.
Cut yourself off from Zohor Salaah and the abundant blessings in your earnings will wane.
Cut yourself off from Asar Salaah and the strength in your body will wane.
Cut yourself off from Maghrib Salaah and the benefits from your children will wane.
Cut yourself off from Isha' Salaah and the restfulness in your sleep will wane.
By: Adeeb Raipuri

The call to worship has been sounded. The Bilaal is calling.
Lock yourself in worship O Muslim. Time is passing by.
When you leave this world, the first question will be,
Why were you always running away from the mosque?
The Devil would befriend you and make you follow his ways.
“Stay away from the Devil!” the Qur’aan says.
Do you have any idea how Namaaz was given to us?
The beloved Prophet] received this bounty on the night of Me’raaj from his] Lord-.
Alas! You are turning your back to this wonderful gift, and
spending your precious time in merrymaking, forgetting your duty to your Lord-.
You wish to see your Lord-? Lay the Musallah on the ground in preparation to worship.
Then see with the eyes of your heart, what is revealed to you.
All the holy beings have unanimously agreed that it is a wondrous sight indeed!
When the Lord- reveals Himself- to you.
Your face will glow on the Day of Resurrection in such a manner.
As though the harvest moon on the fourteenth night of each month.
Such is the status of the Wudu, the Qur’aan reveals.
The Qur’aan is showing you the way to Paradise.
Should the Lord Most Gracious- direct you ADEEB, then O worshipper,
you will have the means to always please your Creator- and receive His- bounties.
I can see the scenes of the Fields of Reckoning.
What is to take place. What has been taking place.
Translated by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
13/09/04
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Part 1

By: Hakeem

Hazrat Bilaal called from the Ka’bah:

“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!”

The will of the Lord-! The order of the beloved Prophet]!
“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!”

When the beloved Prophet] was born, mercy poured onto the worlds!
There was a streak of Divine Light from the Heavens to the Earth!
When Halima took the baby] onto her lap,
the ailing camel was rejuvenated!
The early-morning breeze whispered in every ear:
“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!”

When the Lord Most High- invited the beloved Prophet] to Hispresence,
the Arch Angel Gabriel7 came to awaken the beloved Prophet].
The beloved Prophet] was endowed with many a Divine Will.
As the beloved Prophet] prepared to return, the Lord Almighty- said:
“Inform your] followers that the gift which I- have blessed them with is:
“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!” ”
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Part 2

Imaam Husain lifted the banner of Islaam!
Imaam Husain did not concede to the will of those who advocated
falsehood!
Imaam Husain demonstrated what Salaah is!
Imaam Husain gave his head in Sajdah!
The soil of Karbala calls out as we speak:
“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!”

O Believers! Keeping a well-kempt beard is the habit of the
beloved Prophet]!
O Believers! The beard is the garment of Islaam, the mercy of the Lord-!
O Believers! The beard is a sign of obedience to the will of the beloved
Prophet]!
O Believers! Those who hold the practice of the beloved Prophet],
i.e. : keeping a well-kempt beard, are assured entry into Paradise!
Even in Paradise will the bearded-ones be blessed with the company of
the beloved Prophet]!
“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!”

Salaah is the Ascension of the soul of those who may see!
Salaah is a most important occupation – making excellent usage of time.
Salaah is the coolness of the eyes of my beloved Prophet]!
Salaah is the symbol of the true believer!
Hakeem! Salaah evokes the pleasure of the Lord Almighty-!
“Come worship your Lord-! Come worship your Lord-!”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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My prayer!
Dear Lord-! Please teach my being, to love Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!
Let my heart please understand the grandeur of Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!

Teach me how to follow and obey his^ every teaching!
So that I may enjoy the protection of Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!

May I live my life pleasing him^, which’ll surely be my salvation!
May I be in Paradise a neighbour of Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!

I have no-one to turn to! I am friendless and contemptible!
Dear Lord-! May I see the countenance of Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!

May I open continuously, Your- Qur’aan with understanding!
A boon no doubt of great magnitude from Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!

When I pass to the next world, let me pass in such a way!
Reciting the Kalimah! Holding my hand, Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!
Translated into English by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

The English translation on this page may be sung in the very same tune as in the Urdu version!

May my life be filled with love for Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!
Please bless me with the intercession of Your- most
beloved Muhammad^!

On CD by: Rashad Voeght
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Mercy! Mercy!

Dear Lord-! Please forgive me my sins as only You- can forgive,
dear Lord-!
Please don’t let me suffer Your- wrath!
I beg Your- mercy, My Lord-! Your- mercy!

May I always remember Your- name! Whilst my heart thumps
in my side!
May Your- name August be on my tongue day and night, My Lord-!
My Lord-! Dear Lord-!

You- are the Greatest of all! Lift me please, from my dire straits!
I am lowly indeed, very lowly!
It’s your station that’s high, dear Lord-!

Why should, I suffer deprivation? Why should I not,
take my fill? You’re- the Greatest Sustainer-,
Your- grace is for all! Dear Lord-!
Dear Lord-! Dear Lord-!

The light of day Muhammad^!
And the light of night Muhammad^!
Everywhere there is for all to see!
Your- light^ Divine! Dear Lord-!

Translated into English by:

Ustaad Rawoot

Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal

The English translation on this page may be sung in the very same tune as in the Urdu version!

CD No. 2 – Track No. 1
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By: Aabid Ali Shah Qadiri
Please show me Madinah my Lord-!
Please show me the light of Your- grace my Lord-!
I am in a state of utter restlessness, please put
an end to my restlessness my Lord-!
I have heard that Madinah is grace personified.
You- look after everyone’s prestige.

I beseech You- in the auspicious name of Your- most
beloved Prophet], please solve my problem my Lord-!
Both worlds are under Your- supervision.
Those who do not obey You- are most uninformed indeed.
Please awaken those who are in slumber and unaware of
Your- wrath my Lord-!
I love whosoever You- love. I am a beggar at the august
door of Your- most beloved Prophet].
I beseech You- in the name of the soil of Karbala,
please protect me from every calamity my Lord-!

The sinners all put their hope in the one] to whom
You- promised intercession.
When the beloved Prophet] intercedes for his] followers,
please bless everyone with Your- good my Lord-!
The Glorious Qur’aan which You- blessed Prophet Muhammad]
with, is hidden in hundreds of thousands of hearts.
O Creator- of the Glorious Qur’aan! I request of You- that
You- bless my heart too with the Glorious Qur’aan my Lord-!
If the difficulties I face, are Your- way of testing me then
I swear that every sorrow brings about an atmosphere of joy to me.
If this is the punishment for my sins then please help me
to understand Your- will my Lord-!
I have seen how quickly people change towards me.
I have seen blood-relatives become estranged within seconds.
You- know fully whatever it may be that we hold in our hearts
and in our most secret thoughts. About who can we complain
to You- my Lord-?
Why is my destination hidden from my sight?
Why is the vessel of my life stuck in midstream?
Even the one besotted with failure can find success if
the worshipper’s heart is full of love for You- my Lord-!
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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By: Anwar Farkh Abadi

Uttering the auspicious name of the beloved Prophet],
we who depend on his] intercession, salute him] repeatedly!
Dear Pilgrims! Please inform the chosen most beloved
Prophet] that we grieve being so far from Madinah,
and we salute him] repeatedly!

Indescribable indeed are the matters pertaining to the
beloved Prophet] – auspicious matters of Divine Light
and Divine Colours!
The moon dotes on the beloved Prophet] and
all that can be seen individually, salutes him] repeatedly!

Whenever the auspicious name Muhammad] is mentioned,
messages of mercy descend!
Our lips busy themselves in reciting the Salawaat,
and our hearts salute him] repeatedly!

Someone mentioned the last Lunar month – thus was
awakened the memory of Madinah.
Your followers dearly beloved Prophet],
ecstatically salute you] repeatedly!

This is the beloved Prophet’s] Mausoleum – his] honour
is such that even as we speak Anwar,
the moon and the stars,
salute the
repeatedly!!

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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A Na’at in Persian

O Breeze! Turn towards Madinah
From this well-wisher, pass Greetings to the beloved Prophet^
When you pass by the Ruler of Madinah^
with utmost Humility, pass my Message {to him^}

Create an imaginary figure of me
Then perform the Prayer at that place {on behalf of me}

With a Beautiful melody, the Surah Muhammad^
Recite it whole while standing {there}

By the Baab ar-Rahmah, pass sometimes
By the Baab Jibril, pass sometimes
Greetings of my Lord- on the beloved Prophet^!
Recite when you pass by the Baab as-Salaam

In a show of Respect
Place your head of affection on the Dust of that Place
Lots of Salawaat, for the Noble Soul of
The Best of Men^, Recite!

Imbibing the {pleasant} melody of David 7
And with a sound that conveys my pain {of Love}

Note: Due to circumstances, Khwaajah Nizaamuddin Awliya never had the opportunity of visiting the Holy Land physically.
However, in this poem, he sends his greetings to the beloved Prophet] through the Breeze.
Translated from the Persian to English
by: Fakhruddin Ahmed Owaisi Al-Madani

By: Sultan al-Masha-ikh Hazrat Nizaamuddin Awliya Mehboob-e-Ilaahi&

In the court of the Beloved Messenger^, this love-poem
Live on DVD

On behalf of the powerless servant Nizaam&, Recite {O Breeze}
CD No. 12 – Track No. 4
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A Na’at in Persian
By: Sultan al-Masha-ikh Hazrat Nizaamuddin Awliya Mehboob-e-Ilaahi&
Translated into Urdu on 23rd January, 2005 by; Ustaad

Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari

* See the English translation on previous page.
It is stated in the book “Seerat-e-Nizaami” by
Maulana Molawi Hafiz Sayyid Yaseen Ali Nizaami
{Hazrat Nizaamuddin Awliya Mehboob-e-Ilaahi&’s sister’s son} that:
Sultan al-Masha-ikh Hazrat Nizaamuddin Awliya Mehboob-e-Ilaahi&
had made the intention to go for Pilgrimage three times in succession.
As it happened, he& visited the holy shrine of his& Peer-o-Murshid Hazrat
Khwaajah Fariduddeen Ganj-e-Shakar& before leaving, and in the case
of all three attempts to go for Pilgrimage, returned home from the holy shrine.
After the third such occasion he& was approached and asked as to why
he& returned from his& Peer-o-Murshid’s& shrine without going for Haj.
He& simply answered: “Why do I& have to go so far when I& have
received all of which is intended for me& right here.”

This is how Hazrat Nizaamuddin Awliya Mehboob-e-Ilaahi& benefited
at the door of his& Murshid&!

On page 94 in the same aforementioned book is written:
It so happened that one day upon traveling through a village, two
dervishes met.
The name of the one relating this story does not appear in the book but
the name of the other does. It reads as follows.
It so happened that an elderly dervish was traveling through a village
when he met with another dervish by the name of Sheikh Mohan.
The latter asked where are you off to?
I answered that I wished to pay a visit to Hazrat Mehboob-e-Ilaahi&.
He said that I should convey his Salaams and inform him& that the
Salaam comes from the very same person who meets him& at the
Ka’bah every Thursday evening.
When I related this to Hazrat Nizaamuddin Awliya Mehboob-e-Ilaahi&,
he& was dumbstruck.
He& said: “He is a good dervish but does not know how
to keep his tongue in check”.

CD No. 12 – Track No. 7
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By: Imaam Ahmed Raza Khan
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to Mustafa], the very essence of mercy]
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the beacon] of correct guidance

Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the patterns of the one pure flower]
because of whom] all the withered flowers found life anew

Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the most heart-pleasing moment
when the final most beloved Prophet] was born

Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the sovereign],
the ruler] of the Haram and on the never tiring healer]

Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the one] whose]
solace always comforts the ailing, whose] habitual smile
puts everyone at ease

Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the one] whose]
hands announced waves of generosity in whichever
direction they were lifted, making the needy the giver

The worlds in his] control, and he] ate like a pauper!
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the endurance
of his] stomach

Fragrant Salutations on the ever-so-mild fragrances of
the beloved Prophet’s] being
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the ever-so-lovely
exquisiteness of his] person
In the presence of whom] boastful attitudes bowed their heads
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to his] magnificence which
Allaah- Himself- compliments
Would someone please ask Prophet Moses6 who he saw?
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the absolute courage of those6 eyes

Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari Principal
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The daughter of the most beloved Prophet], devout, pure, chaste
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the joy of the final most beloved Prophet]
Whichever believer looked upon the final most beloved Prophet], even once
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the ability of those eyes

Shaafi’I, Maaliki, Hambali and Hanafi
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the followers of all four Imaams
Perfect Salutations on the one] who] showed us the straight path
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the bearer] of the Divine Law
Ghauth-e-A’zam, the leader of the pure and the pious
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the glorious marvel of the natural world

Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to my Ustaad, father, mother, brothers and sisters
and all of my extended family members

No torment, no reprimand, no revealing documentation, no reckoning
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the Ahl-e-Sunnat forever!

I am not the only one who lays claim to mercy
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to the entire {Ummah} following
of the final most beloved Prophet]
Oh! Would that the beloved Prophet] appears on the Day of Resurrection and
everyone sends Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to his] magnificence

He successfully filled hearts with the grandeur of the final most beloved Prophet]
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to our leader A’laa Hazrat
CD No. 13 – Track No. 5

May the Heavenly Personalities accept my utterances and say: “Yes Raza
Hundreds and thousands of Salaams to Mustafa] the very essence of mercy!”
Translated by:

Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari Principal

These are only 18 of the original 171 stanzas of this Salaam
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By: Ustaad Maqaami Afriqui

O Prophet]! Greetings to you]! O Messenger]! Greetings to you]!
O Beloved]! Greetings to you]! Blessings of Allaah- on you]!
Our guest has arrived to refresh our faith. Lovely beloved
month of Ramadaan. Countless Salawaat {Benedictions}
on the beloved Prophet] who] introduced us to it..
We have received these days as Your- boon. We have fasted
for You] have granted us the ability to. It is now up to You- to
reward us as You- will in the name of Your- beloved Prophet].
The “Night of Power” is come. When we immerse ourselves in
Your. worship, in Habibia Mosque O Lord+, we eagerly await
Your- reward.
We cannot thank You- enough for making us followers of the one
You- chose as our master]. Please bless us with Your- boons
unique. Not only do we bow our heads to You-, we also commit
our hearts to You-.
Please O Allaah-! Please grant that we travel often to the auspicious
door of our Master]. May the effects of Ramadaan be the cause that
we reach and prostrate ourselves at Your- Ka’bah.
Wherever you] are, you] are alive, for it is your] light which is
seen all over. O beloved master] of all Humans and Jinn, every lip
sings your] praises: “O Prophet]! Greetings to you]!”
Arriving with thousands of yearnings, we have taken hold of the
beloved prophet’s] garment for dear life. Please O Allaah-!
O Most Merciful One-! Enter all Muslims into Paradise soon.
O Master]! Our household holds you] in high esteem. Therefore
always sings your] praises on your] strength, ecstatically.
Dear Apostle], we all love you] so. Each and every lip
continuously sings: “O Prophet]! Greetings to you]!”
May such a day come soon when we shall travel to the door of the
beloved Prophet]. Fix our sight in the direction of the beloved
Prophet’s] grave, and humbly sing: “O Prophet]! Greetings to you]!”
Go to the auspicious door of the beloved Prophet]. Bow your head in
humility to him]. Tell the beloved Prophet] all our woes.
Then say on behalf of me: “O Prophet]! Greetings to you]!”
Who can ever stop the fast-flowing tears of the repenting sinners.
Keeping their hearts and very life in check, O beloved Prophet],
they all sing your] praises: “O Prophet]! Greetings to you]!”
All your] followers have arrived. All of them, beggars at
]
door. They all spread open their hands in want, holding
unseen containers and ask of you] to fulfill their every need.
Having enjoyed being at the auspicious door of the beloved Prophet ],
the pilgrims are returning. All have come back Maqaami after
giving our Salaams to our Master ].
Translated with humility by: Ustaad Rawoot Chishti Nizaami Qamari
2/11/03
Principal
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By: Mirza Ghalib

Greetings unto the one whom it would not be wrong
to refer to as a king.
And more than a king, if one is to claim being truly just.

Not a king? Not an Emperor? What type of praise is this?
Should you wish to refer to him then say that he is
the descendant of the Cloaked-Prophet].

His fame is such that he is Husain,
the son of Hazrat Ali, the gem of faith proper.

The one from who the Messiah6 adopted
the gift of “
”.
Tyranny was the order of the day. It would be correct
to refer to him as the one who was slain in the fight
against the sword of disloyalty.
The one who is mourned by the charitable water-springs of Paradise.
The one who is referred to as “

”.

The dust at the feet of Imaam Husain enjoys a great station indeed.
It is understandably correct that we refer to it as an elixir.

Do we really possess the correct skill to describe in true essence,
his daring feats?
But the beloved Prophet] himself and Hazrat Ali congratulate him.

Ghalib! The words which my wounded heart pens, are full of pain.
It is not strange at all to refer to him as:
“
!”
Translated by:
27/03/03

Ustaad Rawoot
Chishti Nizaami Qamari
Principal
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Xhosa translation of
the Na’at by:
Hazrat Hassaan bin Thaabit
Ummangaliso onje ngawe iliso alizange lawubona
Usana olulunge njengawe nomzalikazi akazange waluzala
u Thixo wethu, onamandla ukwenze msulwa, wampuluswa
Ngathi wazidala ngokwakho ngokwentando yakho

Translated from the English and Afrikaans by:

Mrs. Zoliswa Tswani and Dr. Eric Akrofi
See page 9

